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THE RHODES VISION
Rhodes College aspires to graduate
students with a life-long passion
for learning, a compassion for
others, and the ability to translate
academic study and personal
concern into effective leadership
and action in their communities
and the world.
We will achieve our aspiration
through four strategic
imperatives:
Student Access
To attract and retain a talented,
diverse student body and engage
these students in a challenging
inclusive and culturally broadening
college experience.
Student Learning
To ensure our faculty and staff
have the talent, the time, and the
resources to inspire and involve
our students in meaningful study,
research, and service.
Student Engagement
To enhance student opportunities
for learning in Memphis.
Student Inspiration
To provide a residential place of
learning that inspires integrity
and high achievement through its
beauty, its emphasis on values,
its Presbyterian history, and its
heritage as a leader in the liberal
arts and sciences.
Adopted by the Rhodes Board of
Trustees January 17, 2003
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Campus News

Rhodes Tapped for
President’s Honor Roll
In March, Rhodes was named
to the 2013 President’s Higher
Education Community Service
Honor Roll with Distinction
by the Corporation for
National and Community
Service. The President’s Higher
Education Community Service
Honor Roll, launched in 2006,
annually highlights the role
colleges and universities play in
solving community problems
and in placing more students
on a lifelong path of civic
engagement by recognizing
institutions that achieve
meaningful, measurable
outcomes in the communities
they serve.

New Urban Studies
Concentration Offered
Rhodes’ Urban Studies Program
is now offering a concentration
in Urban and Community
Health. This concentration is
especially suitable for those
who are interested in the
intersection of race, class, and
social justice and who want to
study health from a structural
perspective.

WEb ExTRa: For more, see
rhodes.edu/news.
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Rhodes and the Global Crop
Diversity Trust Announce
Environmental Studies Fellowship
Rhodes announced the Cary Fowler ’71
Environmental Studies International Fellowship in
collaboration with the Global Crop Diversity Trust.
Fowler, former executive director of the Global
Crop Diversity Trust and currently its special
advisor, is a member of the Rhodes Board of
Trustees. The fellowship provides the opportunity
for graduating Rhodes students to develop
an understanding of the Trust and the issues
associated with genetic resource conservation.
The fellowship is funded by a member of the
Rhodes Board of Trustees and his wife.
The 12-month fellowship will provide a travel and
moving allowance as well as funds for the fellow to
acquire health insurance as mandated by the Trust.
The total funding, including the salary, a stipend
for health insurance, and the travel and moving
allowance, is $50,000 for the year.
Brian Lainoff ’12 was the first recipient of the
fellowship and helped the Trust in preparations
for a move from Rome to Bonn in January. He also
helped organize a conference on Crop Wild
Relatives and helped write an article on crop
genebanks to be published in an encyclopedia.
He will stay with the Trust until the end of 2013,
where he will concentrate on communications.

Rhodes Singers Planning
2014 European Tour
Dr. William Skoog, Elizabeth
Daughdrill Fine Arts Chair
of the Department of Music,
has been invited to serve as the
artistic director of the Paris
Choral Festival, which takes
place June 30–July 5, 2014.
The department has begun
raising funds to take the Singers
through Germany for six days
prior to the festival and then to
Paris, where they will perform.
The festival will culminate
with a performance at nearby
Normandy, commemorating
the 70th anniversary of D-Day.

rhodes.edu

Art Chair Erin Harmon
Slated for Memphis
Brooks Exhibition

Dobbins Awarded Prestigious
Rome Prize

New Volleyball Coach
Named

A native of Bay City, MI, Harris
attended Saginaw Valley, where
she had a record-setting career.
In 2009, during her senior year,
she was named to the American
Volleyball Coaches Association
Division II All-American
Honorable Mention Team. She
also was named the GLIAC Player
of the Year and the Saginaw
Valley Female Athlete of the
Year.
rhodes.edu

Dobbins’ painting project is titled “Slow Time
in Rome,” and he will spend 11 months away.
“As a fellow, I will be painting and responding
to that amazing historic place and all of its
splendor,” he says.

PHOTO COURTESY ERIN HARMON

Kaitlin Harris has been named
Head Volleyball Coach at
Rhodes. She has served as
Assistant Volleyball Coach at
Saginaw Valley State University
the past three years and in
2011 helped lead the Cardinals
to an 18-11 overall record, a
record of 15-4 in the Great
Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic
Conference (GLIAC), and an NCAA
tournament berth.

Hamlett Dobbins, director of the CloughHanson Gallery at Rhodes College, has been
selected a 2013-14 Rome Prize Winner. The
Rome Prize is awarded to approximately 30
individuals who represent the highest standard
of excellence in the arts and humanities.
Recipients are invited to the American Academy
in Rome for up to two years to expand their
professional, artistic, or scholarly pursuits,
drawing on their colleagues’ erudition and
experience and on the inestimable resources that
Italy, Europe, and the academy have to offer.

Memphis Brooks Museum
of Art Chief Curator Marina
Pacini is organizing a show, A
Different Kind of Landscape:
Maysey Craddock and Erin
Harmon, to run from August
24 through November 10.
Harmon, chair of the Rhodes
Department of Art, has been
featured in numerous group
and solo shows around the
country, including at the
Lawrence Asher Gallery in Los
Angeles and the Parthenon
Museum in Nashville. “Maysey
Craddock and Erin Harmon
are contemporary artists
working in the longstanding
tradition of landscape painting.
They bring distinct, personal
approaches to both their
subject matter and materials,”
says Pacini.

Whirlpool by Erin Harmon
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Campus nEws
News
JUSTIN FOx BURkS

End-of-YEar Honors

Bacot and Carlile were also
selected to the Rhodes Hall
of Fame for 2013, where they
are joined by Janelle Adams,
Jasmine Gilstrap, Mathew
Jehl, Colleen Parrish, and
Darren Thomas.
6
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The conclusion of each
academic year brings with
it several awards for both
students and faculty. This
year, the prestigious Clarence
Day Awards for outstanding
teaching and research went to
Dr. Thomas Bryant and Dr.
Patrick Gray, respectively. At
commencement, Catherine
Ruthan Carlile and Ian Joseph
Engdahl were presented with
the Algernon Sydney Sullivan
Award for students, and Diane
Rudner, a Memphis business,
community, and civic leader,
received the nonstudent
Algernon Sydney Sullivan
Award. Robert H. Buckman,
longtime member of the Board
of Trustees and benefactor
of the college, was awarded
an honorary doctorate. Dr.
Robert Strandburg, retiring
after 24 years on faculty,
received the Rhodes College
Distinquished Service Medal.
The Peyton Nalle Rhodes Phi
Beta Kappa Award went to
Sarah Bacot.

Dr. Patrick Gray

Mellon Fellowship for Dr. Pascual-Argente
Dr. Clara Pascual-Argente, assistant professor of Spanish, has been awarded the A. W.
Mellon Postdoctoral Fellowship in Medieval Studies at the University of Notre Dame’s
Medieval Institute for the academic year 2013-14. The Medieval Institute boasts
the largest contingent of medievalists at any North American university, a group of
more than 60 top scholars working in a wide variety of disciplines. This fellowship
will permit Dr. Pascual-Argente to work on her book manuscript, “The Invention of
Antiquity: Memory and Anachronism in the Castilian Roman Antique.”

rhodes.edu
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rhodes Senior Sarah
bacot Named a
Watson Fellow
Sarah Bacot ’13 of
Diamondhead, MS, has been
named a Watson Fellow, a
prestigious designation that
includes a stipend to be used
for travel and study abroad
during 2013-14. Bacot is one
of only 40 graduating college
seniors nationwide awarded the
fellowship.
“Sarah is an ideal Watson
Fellow because she consistently
seeks out difference, looks to
form bonds with others, and
asks difficult questions,” says
Dr. Robert Saxe, codirector
of postgraduate fellowships
at Rhodes and the campus
Watson liaison.

Rhodes Junior Frankie Dakin Selected for Truman Scholarship

R

hodes political economy major Frankie Dakin ’14 is one of just 62 college
juniors who were chosen out of 629 candidates as 2013 Truman Scholars.
The prestigious Truman Scholarship provides generous financial support for
graduate study in preparation for careers in government, public service, the nonprofit
sector, or education. Scholars also receive priority admission and supplemental
financial aid at some premier graduate institutions, leadership training, career and
graduate school counseling, and special internship opportunities within the federal
government. Scholars were chosen by 17 independent selection panels on the basis
of the nominees’ academic and leadership accomplishments and the likelihood of
their becoming public service leaders.
A native of Millington, TN, Dakin is a participant in Rhodes’ Bonner Scholarship
program for students and a Kemmons Wilson Family Foundation Service Scholar.
He served as an intern for the Memphis-based organization BRIDGES and, in 2012,
became the youngest alderman ever elected in the city of Millington. In March, he
received the Vanderhaar Student Peace Award, which is given each year to a local
college student. Dakin plans to attend law school after graduating from Rhodes.
The Truman Scholarship Foundation was established in 1975 by Congress as a federal
memorial to the 33rd president, Harry S. Truman.

Web extra: Read about even more
accomplishments at rhodes.edu/news.
rhodes.edu
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Ernest L. Gibson III, Jonathan Fitz Gerald, and Liz Daggett
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SUMMER
READING
Photos by COREY NOLEN

E

ach summer, Rhodes magazine asks
three faculty members to share their
summer reading lists. As can be seen

by their diverse methods of presentation,
the faculty who chose this summer’s
books reveal the breadth of intellectual
discovery and curiosity among the

9

members of our community.
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and learned to drive—by all accounts she
liked to drive very fast—and would take
extended camping trips with a friend, her
cat, and her paints, off-roading into the
Navajo Nation to create some of her most
famous landscapes. If this book doesn’t
get you geared up to use your summer
for traveling, focusing on your work, and
learning new things, nothing will!
- June Liz Daggett

LIZ DAGGETT
Assistant Professor
Department of Art
Director, Center for Outreach in the
Development of the Arts
To me, summer is a break, time with
family, but also a new adventure, and an
emphasis on a new project or different kind
of work. Summer also seems to have its own
life cycle, and so I have sorted my reading
suggestions by month.
- May May brings vacation—the long
awaited break!—but also the juicy prospect
of completing a special project over the
summer. My first recommendation is
Portrait of an Artist: A Biography of Georgia
O’Keefe by Laurie Lisle. For most of her life,
each summer O’Keefe left New York and
her photographer husband, Alfred Stieglitz,
behind for new scenery and experiences out
west. In 1929, she bought a Model A Ford
10
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June reminds me of lengthy visits
with family. Perhaps because the visits
are not centered around a holiday, they
seem to force more authentic relationship
maintenance. My second recommendation,
Kevin Wilson’s The Family Fang, is about
a family where the mother and father
are performance artists who have always
involved their children in their art. But
as the children become adults, rules are
redefined and loyalties questioned as they,
along with the police, try to solve a mystery.
At its heart, the book is a dissection and
reaffirmation of the modern nuclear family.
The existential crisis the adult children
experience may hit close to home for our
recent grads, as it did for me.
- July Since I was 15, my grandmother and I
have both read the new works of John Irving
and discussed them together. I particularly
remember beginning to read A Widow for
One Year because it begins with a rather
adult situation—a young man, 16 years
old, who takes a summer job as a writing
assistant and falls for the writer’s wife. The
rhodes.edu

book opens with a rather graphic scene,
and as you could imagine, I was nervous
about discussing that particular aspect of
the book with my grandmother, but I was
so hooked by the story that I couldn’t stop
reading. There are situations that literally
will make you laugh out loud, but the book
also discusses loss, disappointment, and new
beginnings so deftly that I have returned to
it several times throughout my life.
- August In August, summer in the south can
begin to feel oppressive—creeping kudzu
or a broiling and deserted concrete jungle. I
suggest A Confederacy of Dunces, set in the
sweltering New Orleans summer, or The Great
Gatsby to complement the realization that
summer romances and unfinished projects
that O’Keefe inspired in May must go into
a drawer so that you can prepare for the
seriousness and purpose that autumn brings.

ERNEST L. GIBSON III
Assistant Professor
Department of English
Be it the tortured relationship I
hold with American history or the more
natural propensity for wrestling with the
absurd, my summer reading selections
tend to be dark. I have found that there is
something paradoxically seductive about a
work of literature that challenges the sun’s
omnipresence and forces the reader to enter
the realm of the tragic. Even more, one finds
that reading “dark” literature during this
season of warmth beckons new readings
of triumph, where the reader surprisingly
rhodes.edu

discovers
moments
of beauty
basking in the
throes of tragedy.
And it is in the
spirit of rediscovery that
I recommend the following
novels for summer reading:
Invisible Man by Ralph Waldo Ellison.
Winner of the National Book Award in 1953,
Ellison’s first novel continues to resist the
constraints of time and prove that it is easily
one of the best works of the 20th century.
The novel traces an unnamed African
American male’s pursuit of identity in a
world plagued by racial, political, and social
schisms. The tragedy of this work emerges
as the protagonist learns the futility of flight
and the eternality of itinerancy in a world
constructed to deny one control over his/her
own visibility. Despite this “dark” epiphany,
the power of Ellison’s language coupled with
a constellation of symbols offers the reader
one of the most moving literary meditations
on the nature of human longing.
Another Country by James Baldwin.
Published in 1962, Baldwin’s book unsettles
the reader in an unapologetic exploration of
the frailty of human friendship. Chronicling
the life of a jazz musician, Rufus Scott,
the novel highlights the absurdity of race
in a post-World War II America and the
inevitable dance between black manhood
and tragedy. If the reader allows himself/
herself to be vulnerable, Another Country
exposes the detrimental fear of loneliness
and the salvific power of intimacy. It

Ernest L. Gibson III
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My more erudite friends describe my book choices as “the Dunkin’
Donuts” of the world of literature . . . but who doesn’t like
donuts?! I just want to laugh or to learn something fun with my
summer reading.

—Jonathan Fitz Gerald

demands from its reader a willingness to
renegotiate Western notions of race, gender,
and sexuality within a larger question of
love and sacrifice.
In Cold Blood by Truman Capote.
Motivated by a New York Times article
shorter than this summer reading selection,
Capote pushed the novelistic genre by
publishing a work that detailed the disturbing
murder of four in the town of Holcomb, KS.
Scripted with a perverse literary gentleness,
the nonfiction novel delves into the psyches
of the murderers to uncover the profound
relationships between friendship, crime, and
madness. Given the unavoidable historical
truth, Capote challenges the reader to
transcend his/her sense of morality in a
brilliant manipulation of human pathos.
Wild Seed by Octavia Butler. One of
the most acclaimed American science-fiction
writers, Octavia Butler became the first in
her genre to win the MacArthur Fellowship
(Genius Grant). Her fifth novel, Wild Seed, is
a noted precursor to afrofuturistic literature.
Written as a piece of speculative fiction, the
novel explores the complicated relationship
between two immortal beings, Anyanwu
and Doro. Once the reader settles into the
layered metaphor(s) of this work, Butler’s
narrative becomes a gripping journey into a
captivating darkness replete with allusions to
slavery, systems of patriarchy, and modernity.
12
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Furthermore, Wild Seed brilliantly employs
the fantastic to make legible the unreadable
facets of race, gender, and sexuality. As a
summer reading, this piece of science fiction
promises the reader something for the mind
as well as the heart.
Beloved by Toni Morrison. Winner of
the Pulitzer Prize in 1988, Toni Morrison’s
Beloved stretches the limits of language
to creatively capture one of the darker
moments in American history. Through
a reimagination of the story of Margaret
Garner, an escaped slave unwilling to
reconcile black motherhood with the
peculiar institution of slavery, the novel
reveals the complexity of human tragedy
as it weaves historical fiction into gothic
horror. Morrison, writing with a pen
seemingly anointed by the gods, remembers,
rewrites, and re-racializes the Greek
mythological figure Medea into a narrative
of love, heartache, suffering, and healing.

JONATHAN FITZ GERALD
Assistant Professor
Department of Biology
My summers are both exciting
and intense. When I’m not conducting
experiments or analyzing data, I am
preparing for conferences, classes, or
rhodes.edu

grant deadlines. There is not a lot of time
for pleasure reading. When I do get that
chance, I am looking for brain candy to
freshen up my mental state before pouring
my energy back into science. My more
erudite friends describe my book choices
as “the Dunkin’ Donuts” of the world of
literature . . . but who doesn’t like donuts?! I
just want to laugh or to learn something fun
with my summer reading.
To Laugh. I’m more prone to find
an author I like and then read everything
they’ve got. Neil Gaiman, for instance,
can take you on a dark, fantastical voyage.
My favorite of his works is American Gods.
Less appreciated is that he once teamed up
with Terry Pratchett of DiscWorld fame to
write Good Omens. Personally, not a fan of
Pratchett . . . but, combined, they produced
the funniest novel ever. If you can, imagine
an apocalyptic version of The Goonies filled
with a cast of Monty Python characters. I
try to read this once a summer, and I am
still so very happy that no one has ruined
it for me by making a movie. Another
author that tickles my summer funny is
Christopher Moore. He’s like a PG version
of Tom Robbins and has authored such
classics as Lamb: The Gospel According to
Biff and Blood Sucking Fiends: A Love Story.
His novels take characters from established
genres, then reimagine them as “the guy
next door” in neurotic modern settings. For
a first run at Moore, I recommend A Dirty
Job. This year, though, I’m anticipating a
book he recently wrote about the color blue,
Sacre Bleu.
To Learn. Ever since I was an
undergraduate, I have challenged myself
to learn something new each summer. The
rhodes.edu

topics have
varied, from
juggling, to cooking a
new type of cuisine, to knitting. The only
consistency is that it is always something
fun and has typically involved getting a lot
of books on the subject.
This summer I’m excited to try and
learn HTML5 game programming. With
the new additions in Web 2.0, all you need
is a computer and a digital camera, and you
could be starring in your own version of
current web games. For myself, I’m looking
to generate some new online activities to
enhance learning in my biology courses. I’ve
scouted ahead and found a couple of gems
that make understanding HTML5 very
easy. First, there are two Head First books
from O’Reilly Media, HTML and CSS, 2nd
edition and HTML5 Programming. If you’ve
never tried making your own web pages
from scratch, these two books explain the
basics with fun projects. From there, David
Geary’s Core HTML5 Canvas gives you all
the tools you need for some serious web apps.
Pascal Rettig’s Professional HTML5 Mobile
Game Development takes a “learn by doing”
approach and gets your feet wet with some
pre-built games. If you feel like picking up this
challenge with me, send me what you create.
Who knows? Maybe Rhodes would be up for
hosting a student/alum created game page.
Enjoy your summer reading!

Jonathan Fitz Gerald
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From theatre majors dressing as characters
to deliver performance-grade testimony
to suited-up mock trial attorneys ready
to prosecute or defend, it takes true team
work to excel in competition.

14

14

Professor Darlene
Loprete in the
Chemistry storeroom
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IS IN

By RICHARD J. ALLEY

S

ociety has always had a fascination
with the law and legal proceedings.
It is the stuff of literature and
theatre, the big screen as well as

prime-time television. Many dream of
becoming a lawyer and protecting the
poor and downtrodden from certain
injustice, of becoming Gregory Peck
as Atticus Finch, Jimmy Stewart’s Mr.
Smith filibustering Congress, or Perry
Mason calling a surprise witness at the last
minute. But how many see that
dream fulfilled? How many, in
the parlance of the court, may
approach the bench?

rhodes.edu
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t Rhodes College,
a select group of
students learn
what it might
be like to sit
in a paneled
courtroom, to pace in front of a jury, and to
“Object!” when the time is right. And they’re
doing so in competition that puts them on a
par with the best orators from the country’s
most prestigious institutions of higher
learning.
While mock trial has long been used
in law schools as a way to ready students for
their careers, the high school program was
only founded in 1983, at Drake University
in Iowa. Two years later, the college game
was created and with it the American Mock
Trial Association (AMTA). It was two
years after that, in 1987, that Dr. Marcus
Pohlmann, a professor of political science
and new to Rhodes at the time, received
a postcard asking if he had any students
interested in participating. Not knowing
just what it was, he laughs now, “I grabbed
six kids out of my constitutional law class.
We had one session with an attorney . . .
and we went up to Iowa and competed in
the national tournament.”
From that meager start has grown a
program that regularly competes on a level

BY THE NUMBERS
National Champions
4
National Runners-Up
4
National Ranking
2
Total Teams Nationally
550+
Top 10 Rhodes Teams
25
Consecutive Championship Appearances 27
All-Americans
70+
......................................
.....................................

...........................................
...........................

..................................
..

????????
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Pauline Dyer ’13 portrays a witness in the Memphis
regional tournament.

with Harvard, Columbia, Princeton, and
Yale. And, more often than not, betters such
schools.
Says Pohlmann, “We have arguably
been, over time, the most successful mock
trial program in the country.”

Award-Winning Track Record
Just this past spring, Rhodes had its
best national tournament finish in 12 years as
the A Team was national runner-up, winning
its 24-team flight but losing to Florida State
University in the championship round.
Rhodes will be rated second in the nation
when tournaments resume in the next school
year. Three Rhodes students—Mathew Jehl
’13, Pauline Dyer ’13, and Matthew Niegos
’14—were named All-Americans. Jehl and
Niegos received All-Amerian Attorney
rhodes.edu
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awards, while Dyer earned All-American
Witness honors.
Each academic year, AMTA releases a
case problem to be used by all competitors,
and then releases case updates throughout
the competition season. Some mock trial
cases are taken from actual court cases,
while others are written specifically for
competition by contributors. During a
trial there are three witnesses and three
attorneys, opening statements, witness direct
examinations and cross examinations, and
closing arguments. Each aspect is timed and
scoring is based on knowledge of the rules,
ability to argue, and convincing portrayals.
“It’s a very condensed version of a trial,”
Pohlmann says, where “the plaintiff or
prosecution is trying to meet a burden of
proof with three witnesses in 25 minutes.”
Rhodes carries four teams. In a typical
year, 50 hopefuls start out each fall with
half returning from previous years and half
being new. Those new to the program will
start with Trial Procedures, a class born from
mock trial and worth four credit hours. Inclass trials are conducted as a way to evaluate
students for the course as well as to try out
possible competitors.
“As it usually plays out, of the new
kids, the ones who just don’t enjoy it or that
can sense that they’re not particularly good
at it will opt out,” Pohlmann says. “It’s pretty
rare that we actually cut somebody who
wants to continue.”
By the middle of October, the class
comes to an end, and those still standing
are ready for the ensuing invitational season.
Four “invitational teams” work through
three invitational tournaments, followed
by a reconstitution of those teams. The
reconstituted “regional teams” then attend
rhodes.edu

one last tune-up invitational tournament in
January. In February, the AMTA competition
begins with 24 Regional Tournaments, and,
from those, only the top two of the four
Rhodes teams can move on to qualify for
the Opening Rounds Championship Series,
which begins in March. Students still on the
team in the spring will earn one credit hour,
which can be repeated up to four times. “The
most you can get in the time you’re here is
two full course credits for all that work, so it
is an extracurricular for the most part,” says
Pohlmann.

Paul Hubbell ’13,
Mathew Jehl ’13,
and James Todd ’13
face the judge at the
Memphis regionals.
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Serving as a mock trial
judge, Memphis attorney
Michael Patton from
the firm Baker Donelson
offers a guiding hand
to mock trialers
in his courtroom.

18
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Out of more than 500 teams from
more than 350 universities and colleges that
enter the AMTA competition, only 48 will
advance to the National Championship
Tournament. Rhodes has qualified for the
national tournament every year for 27 years,
including eight trips to the final round and
four national championships. Rhodes is
one of the only colleges with such a record,
the rest being universities; the only school
with more national championships is the
University of Maryland. Such success and
consistency is a direct reflection on the
commitment of Rhodes.
“I feel like we’re funded well by the
college so as to be competitive at the high
end,” Pohlmann says. “And we’ve actually
had some generous contributions from the
parents of a couple of the kids who have
competed for us. There has been some other
private money that’s come through as well.”
RHODES

A Great Recruitment Tool
It’s in the college’s best interests to
see the program do well, as it is a potent
recruiting tool, often cinching the deal for
high school mock trial devotees looking
at options around the country. Having
been involved in mock trial in high school,
however, is not a free pass to the team. “The
transition from high school is different and
there is, for lack of a better term, a kind
of college game that you have to learn the
intricacies of over time,” says Pohlmann.
“It was as basic of a moot court
experience as it could be. You didn’t have
nearly the amount of training or knowledge
base that you get in college,” Chris McNally
’05 says of his time in high school mock
trial versus that at Rhodes. “In college, I
would argue that the majority of the people
who go through a very competitive mock
trial program could probably walk out and
advocate for themselves.”
Anna Smith ’02 applied to other
colleges in addition to Rhodes, but it was
a letter from Rhodes about her mock trial
experience in high school that got her
attention and eventually led her from her
home in Arkansas to Memphis. She studied
political science while at Rhodes and upon
graduation attended Duke University Law
School. The draw of Rhodes, however, was a
strong one and brought her back to practice
law in Memphis, as well as teach in the
Department of Political Science and coach
mock trial alongside her former coach.
“I’ve always loved this school and, even
when I was gone, I tried to stay connected
because I think Rhodes is a great place,
the perfect place for me to go to school,
rhodes.edu
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Matthew Niegos ’14
intently observes a
prosecution witness at
the Memphis regionals.
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and I loved every second of being there,”
Smith says. She was part of the 2001 team
that achieved runner-up in the National
Championship Tournament for that year.
To excel at mock trial, the players must
immerse themselves in law, the arguments
of the legal system, and logic. But there
is something else as well. There is the
competition, and certainly the dedication,
of sport, along with the showmanship of
theatre. Smith was involved in theatre while
in high school but says she “wanted to do
something that I thought would have a

practical, career-long focus, so mock trial
seemed like the way for me to do acting and
prepare for my future at the same time.”
Dr. Gina Yannitell Reinhardt ’97 came
to Rhodes from Baton Rouge and majored in
international studies. She, too, was involved
with theatre in high school and had no
previous experience with mock trial. Indeed,
she didn’t even know Rhodes had a team until
midway through her first semester. However,
she became involved, went on to be her team’s
captain, and was on the national championship
team of ’95 and the runner-up team in ’97.
Because of her background with
theatre, Reinhardt says, she came to Rhodes
already equipped with the self-confidence
that many first-year students may lack. But
for many, the self-confidence and ease with
public speaking that is gained through
participation in mock trial, with its necessity
of standing up in front of people to present
an argument, is a selling point of the activity.
“It definitely built a lot of extra
self-esteem and confidence,” Reinhardt adds.
“It certainly doesn’t hurt to be able to be the
national champion of something, especially
for somebody like me who was never going
to be the national champion of college
basketball or college football or any of the
things you see on television. And here we
were, we were beating all the Ivy Leagues,
we were beating all of the big state schools.
We beat UCLA, we beat Harvard and Yale,
we beat Duke, we beat everybody and it was
really, really amazing.”
As team captain when only a
sophomore, Reinhardt found herself in the
position of leading a team of older students
who “theoretically could have been people I
was supposed to be intimidated by or afraid
SUMMER 2013 •
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Memphis attorney Anna
Smith ’02 assists Dr.
Marcus Pohlmann with
mock trial coaching.

of,” she says. “I was giving the halftime
talks, I was in the middle of those
moments when it was time to go and
win, and then we did win. Those were
pretty transformative things; mock
trial gives you the team experience.”
The intangibles gained
from competition and
teamwork, such as selfconfidence and the
desire to excel, become
noticeable while still a
student, as the emphasis
on success in the
2013 National Runner-Up
courtroom bleeds into the
2001 National Runner-Up
classroom, study sessions,
and exams. Robert
1999 National Runner-Up
Browning ’94 had days
1997 National Runner-Up
fi lled with classes and
1995 National Champions
participated in the Kappa
1994 Silver National Champions
Sigma Fraternity and
1994 National Champions
Rhodes College Singers.
1991 National Champions
Mock trial, he says,
1990 National Champions
“helped bring focus to my
studies. To stay involved
in these extracurricular

RHODES NATIONAL
FINALISTS
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activities, I was forced to become a better
student. I needed to be better at stewarding
my time and learning to study smarter.”
Jehl reiterates this sentiment, saying
by phone last April from the National
Mock Trial Championship in Washington,
D.C., that “the ability to come up with a
coherent argument that is clear and concise
has definitely helped me with my logical
reasoning. In some of the classes where I have
to give presentations, mock trial has helped
me get on my feet and get me comfortable.
It’s been invaluable.”
They are skills and memories that
will last Jehl a lifetime, just as they have for
Browning who was part of the ’94 Silver
National Championship. “I remember the
judges giving us feedback regarding our
performance and being convinced we had
lost,” Browning, now a minister with Christ
Presbyterian Church in Olive Branch, MS,
says. “Then I remember them announcing
that the winner was Rhodes College and we
went crazy. It was one of the best moments of
my college career.”

rhodes.edu
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Taylor Jackson ’15
presents expert
evidence in the Memphis
regionals.

A League of Their Own
Mock trial is a world unto itself
and even those involved will say that they
inhabit a subculture not unlike comic book
fanatics or “Trekkies.” But the experience
to be had within the close-knit community
of “mockers” is long lasting and has realworld implications. Anna Smith continues to
keep in contact with those she worked with
side-by-side and those she competed against
during her time at Rhodes.
“It’s a huge network on a national
scale,” Smith says, adding that she has former
students who are in law school now and
in the process of applying for jobs in firms
across the country. She’ll get emails from
mock trial alums of different institutions
in firms asking about that applicant. “I
think it’s really beneficial for people who are
interested in law; I think the connections you
make really do last.”
As with athletics, where studentathletes will spend hours together on the field
or in the locker rooms, dissecting plays and
strategies, those involved in mock trial spend
rhodes.edu

countless hours discussing their passion. Says
Pohlmann: “When you work intensively with
the same group of people and then you travel
with them and compete with them, there’s
a bond that’s created, I think. And only
people who have done it appreciate it.”
It’s a bond that resonates and one reason
Pohlmann has kept himself in the game for
so long. “How many mock-trialers does it
take to screw in a light bulb?” Pohlmann
jokes from his book-lined office in Buckman
Hall. “None, because when mock-trialers get
together, all they do is talk about mock trial.”
For the uninitiated, it would seem
that the logical pursuit of the avid mocker
would be the law. There is certainly a distinct
advantage. Shayla Purifoy ’03, an attorney
with Memphis Area Legal Services, says of
her first days on the job, “I started in the
courtroom immediately and I wasn’t nervous,
I didn’t have jitters, I felt like it wasn’t as
intimidating as it would have been if I hadn’t
ever been in a courtroom before. Even though
the courtroom I was in was fake, it made me
more comfortable when I first started.” She
still works closely with the program as an
SUMMER 2013 •
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“We beat UCLA, we beat Harvard and Yale, we beat Duke, we beat
everybody and it was really, really amazing.”— Dr. Gina Yannitell Reinhardt ’97
attorney coach and judge as needed.
But this path of the law is not
necessarily the rule. For instance, Reinhardt
is assistant professor of public service and
administration and public and international
affairs at the Bush School of Government
and Public Service at Texas A&M University.
“A lot of people go on to be attorneys, but I
was never really interested in that,” she says.
“I was never targeting that.” And Smith,
though she went on to earn a juris doctorate
and now practices on her own, working
primarily in criminal law, is looking to
transition more into teaching at Rhodes.
Both women use the skills acquired
and honed through mock trial when
in front of students in the classroom.
Reinhardt says she doesn’t, in the course of
instruction, necessarily bring up mock trial
specifically to her students, most of whom
will be doing policy or management work
in the nonprofit or public sector, yet, “I tell
them little skills I learned in competition,
things that it really surprises me they don’t
know by the time they’re master’s students,
just basic things about how to interact with
people in the workplace and how to present
themselves, how to make a good impression
on people. They’re things that I think we
came up with as a team, sometimes just
trying to figure out how to sit still and
look good, sometimes it was also a little bit
about how to intimidate the other team,
and how to come across as a unified front.”
Reinhardt adds that these are intangibles
that employers will pick up on and will give
the future applicants an edge. “I think that
those are things that come from, and are
rooted in, my experience with mock trial.”
22
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When asked whether he uses his
experiences with mock trial in his current
everyday life as a businessman, McNally
answers without hesitation: “Absolutely.
Without question.” The political science major
and founder of Memphis Reprographics LLC
speaks of the “global picture” and critical
thinking that mock trial imbued in him.
“There is not a day that goes by that I don’t
use some sort of critical thinking that was
developed, whether it’s troubleshooting or
reading between the lines.”
There is much to be said about the
Rhodes administration’s dedication to mock
trial and about the seasoned mock courtroom
veterans who mentor new students on the block
to help add another layer to the program’s
stratum of successes. But there is no denying
that it is the man at the helm who keeps this
mock trial juggernaut afloat and ahead of the
pack. Pohlmann sat on the AMTA board for
25 years and was elected to the Coaches’ Hall
of Fame in 2006. He has been there since the
beginning, and enjoys the competition as much
today as he did in Iowa in 1987. “The college
game requires a certain coaching skill that you
learn over time, and it evolves, and you have to
stay on top of it,” he says.
“He is very good at giving you the
framework of what you need to work in
and then encouraging you to think for
yourself and develop your own style and
personality,” says Dr. Nikki HolzhauerFeeney ’96. “He’s very good at setting the
stage and then encouraging you to reach
your peak potential.”
Holzhauer-Feeney was drawn in to
mock trial when she began dating a team
member, whom she would later go on to
rhodes.edu
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Hoisting just some
of the team trophies
collected during the
2012-13 competition
season, All-American
Attorneys Mathew Jehl
and Matthew Niegos
and All-American
Witness Pauline Dyer
let the jubilation flow.
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“How many mock-trialers does it take to screw in a light bulb? None,
because when mock-trialers get together, all they do is talk about
mock trial.”— Dr. Marcus Pohlmann

How many mock-trialers
does it take to light
up a room? The college
honored the mock trial
team in May with a
dinner on campus and a
chance to relax after a
successful season.

marry. She and Ryan Feeney ’96 were part of
the ’94 Silver National Champions and the
’95 National Champions. Now a physician of
internal medicine and pediatrics in Selmer,
TN, she uses her mock trial knowledge
in very real ways, as she has been to court
to testify in cases of child abuse and as a
professional witness in medical malpractice
cases. “I’m much more comfortable because I
know what to expect and how to respond.”
When Reinhardt and HolzhauerFeeney talk about themselves and their fellow
“mockers,” they speak of volatile and strong-

willed personalities. Historically, these
students have shone, they have excelled, and
they have made a name for their school.
They have, indeed, approached the bench
and they have approached greatness,
excelling in law firms, classrooms, operating
rooms, chapels, politics, and business back
offices. Those participating in mock trial at
Rhodes are put on a stage with contenders
from some of the best schools in the nation.
Again, their leader says, “We have arguably
been, over time, the most successful mock
trial program in the country.”
JUSTIN FOX BURKS
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT

Elizabeth Ross ʼ15
s a high school student,
Elizabeth Ross ’15 invented a
breathalyzer for diabetics—a
rather auspicious prelude to entering Rhodes in 2011. We wondered
how having two years of Rhodes
under her belt has changed her.
Rhodes Magazine: Given your invention, many people would assume
that you would be a science major,
possibly planning to attend medical school. Is that the case?
Elizabeth Ross: It is not the case. I did
come into Rhodes with that intention initially. I was the most premed person all my life, planning
on being a surgeon, so I came into
Rhodes taking biology courses and
volunteering at different hospitals.
Then, I started taking political
science courses and being able
to study health care through the
lens of political science, as well as
through my volunteering. I realized that I had a different passion,
that I wanted to study the policy of
health care. I’ve been able to shift
my love of science—or the biology
of health care—to the practicality
of how I could change the healthcare system by fi xing it and being
able to help people through it.
RM: Tell us some ways that your
medical and political interests have
intersected at Rhodes.
ER: I am on the mock trial team
and I started enjoying how I liked
to debate issues. Science forces you
to think in a certain reasoned way,
that there is one pathway to get to

rhodes.edu

an answer. Through the political
science and philosophy and mock
trial systems of arguing, you can
find any reasoning. Through that
logic, I was able to address issues I
was seeing in my services sites and
in the community.
Most recently, I became a
certified ombudsman in the community and I’m a state-certified
public advocate for the elderly. I’ve
really enjoyed doing advocacy work
for the community at Metropolitan
Inter-Faith Association. I work in
elderly homes and I make sure they
are receiving the right quality of
life and quality of care.
RM: Your many volunteer activities
suggest a strong sense of compassion. How do you think that developed in you?
ER: I started volunteering when I
was four for something called
Pie in the Sky. My mom always said if you have two
hands and a heart for
something, you can
help your community.
RM: Where do you
see yourself in 20
years?
ER: People make
fun of me. I’m
a big Post-it Note
and color-coder, so
20 years is actually quite
planned out! After Rhodes,
I hope to go to law school
and I’d like to serve in the
naval JAG Corps and join

the Navy. After practicing law for
the Navy, I want to practice in the
areas of health-care medicine and
policy reform and health-care law.
RM: Why the Navy?
ER: The Navy had a big stake in the
funding for my research institution
in high school that
resulted in the
breathalyzer. I
believe in the
Navy.

— Lynn Conlee
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| Sarah Bacot ’13, Dr. Tim Huebner, and Dr. Judith Haas
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JAMIE HARMON

SO
MANY
PATHS

Self-Designed Interdisciplinary Majors
Cross Traditional Departmental Lines

T

By LYNN CONLEE AND CAROLINE PONSETI ʼ15

he poet Robert Frost writes of taking a road less
travelled and concludes by speculating that, in
his golden years, that road will have made all the

difference in life. Perhaps that is how students who pursue
self-designed interdisciplinary courses of study will feel

27

when they look back on their years at Rhodes.
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Dy’nelle Todman ’15
and Dr. Pam Church
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To date, the college offers 14 interdisciplinary majors. Each of these combines courses
from two—or often more—departments
to create an academic path for students that
matches their intellectual interests. In addition to these existing interdisciplinary majors,
students can self-design a curriculum tailored
to their individual goals—but such an effort
requires much due diligence and hard work on
the student’s part.
“Self-designed interdisciplinary majors
are for students who cannot find within our existing majors and minors a course of study that
satisfies their intellectual and career interests,”
explains Steve Wirls, associate professor with
the Department of Political Science 2012-13
and chair of the Education Program Committee (EPC), which approves self-designed
majors. “Rhodes has a wide array of disciplinary majors and a large and growing number of
interdisciplinary majors. Self-designed majors
are, in a sense, a student’s last resort.”
The steps to seeking a self-designed
interdisciplinary major ensure that students deRHODES

vote plenty of discussion and planning to their
proposal. “It’s a high bar to clear because the
student must design a coherent course of study
from scratch,” says Wirls. “The EPC’s threshold
question is, ‘Why can’t you accomplish your
academic objectives through some combination
of existing majors and minors?’ If a student can
provide a persuasive answer, then he or she is a
candidate for a self-designed major.”
Wirls recommends that students interested in a self-designed interdisciplinary major
begin by talking in depth with their advisors.
Dy’nelle Todman ’15 is doing just that as she
prepares to finalize her academic major. Her
decision-making process reflects the difficulty
inherent in going outside the existing majors
structure to generate a truly original interdisciplinary course of study.
A member of Rhodes’ women’s basketball team, Todman, from Athens, GA, found
herself benched in high school due to an ankle
injury. “I didn’t know what I was going to do
with all of my free time,” she explains. “So
I started hanging out at the Boys and Girls
rhodes.edu

Club.” Her interactions as a basketball coach
for the underprivileged youth there cultivated
an interest in the nonprofit sector, largely from
a business point of view.
She entered Rhodes with a loose plan to
major in business, but a course in urban studies
inspired her to broaden her academic focus. “I
took the class and thought, ‘This is something
I want to do,’ ” she says. The urban tie-in with
her business studies drew on separate components of her Boys and Girls Club experience.
Todman’s options, in consultation with
her main advisor, Dr. Pam Church, were to
merge the business and urban components
of her interests into a self-designed major; to
double major in commerce and business and
urban studies; or to continue with her current
interdisciplinary major and add an urban studies minor. She settled for now on continuing
with the established economics/commerce and
business interdisciplinary major, taking urban
studies courses along the way.
“I don’t think she will do a self-designed
major,” says Church, associate professor with
the Commerce and Business Department and
director of Rhodes’ graduate program in accounting. “Economics/commerce and business
is a demanding interdisciplinary major that
requires students to take the senior seminar in
both areas.”
Still, the lure of adding an urban studies
component to her major has Todman seeking
input from Dr. Elizabeth Thomas, director of
the Urban Studies Program. “Because I’m a
sophomore, I haven’t decided what I’m going
to do with other classes yet,” says Todman.
“When I see something I like, I think, ‘Hey,
does this fit in?’ Then I go to talk to my advisors, Dr. Thomas and Professor Church, and
we try to make it work.”
rhodes.edu

Todman’s ideal career involves a position
that would allow her to work on the administrative side of a nonprofit while still having
ample interactions with children. “I want to
work with kids in general, not just underprivileged kids,” Todman explains. As she continues
with her Economics/Commerce and Business
major, she plans to focus on business management, including a course called Management
of Organizations in the fall.

Forging a Unique Discipline
The option for self-designed interdisciplinary majors first appeared in the college
catalogue for the 2007–08 academic year. To
date, nearly 70 students have graduated with
self-designed majors. One student contributing
to that total this spring was Bethany Larkin
’13, from Atlanta.
As a part of a sociology project, Larkin
interviewed cardiac patients at Methodist
North Hospital to analyze the social determinants of patients who have contracted cardiac
conditions. This field research with Dr. Tom
McGowan, associate professor and chair of the
Department of Anthropology and Sociology,
was the driving force behind her decision to
pursue a self-designed interdisciplinary major
that would allow her to further explore global
health problems.
With the help of McGowan and her
biology advisor, Dr. Laura Luque de Johnson,
assistant professor in the Department of Biology, Larkin developed her own curriculum
that encompassed both the study of biological
diseases and courses in sociology that explore
the prejudice in the human condition that contributes to global health disparities. Her courses
ranged from Microbiology and Molecular
SUMMER 2013 •
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Dr. Laura Luque de Johnson,
Dr. Tom McGowan, and
Bethany Larkin ’13

Immunology in the Biology Department to
Social Theory and Demography of Health in
the Anthropology and Sociology Department.
The true culmination of all interdisciplinary majors occurs in a student’s senior capstone project. For hers, Larkin tied in experiences from study abroad, bacteriology research,
and internships to create a comprehensive
project that looked at how recent discoveries in
bacteriology are informing the need for a more
holistic and preventive model of health care.
“Within that framework, I’m looking
at the implementation of community health
workers as a realistic solution for addressing
some of the changing needs in health care,” she
explains. “One of the problems that I see with
our current system is that we have this business
side of health care that looks at technology and
pharmaceuticals and how to develop an economy out of the health-care model. At the same
time, you have these idealistic sides of health
care, with nonprofit organizations that look at
human rights and how to close health disparity
gaps. I’m interested in coming up with ways to
have both of those sectors work together.”
Larkin has been able to translate
Rhodes’ learning environment into the way
she looks at public health. “Rhodes is very
much about integrative education,” says
Larkin. “That’s what I want to do. I want to
start integrating ideas and beliefs to improve
health-care outcomes.”
Accordingly, she is taking the next
steps toward developing her career in global
health. “Three years down the road, I want
to get my master’s degree in public health and
business and pursue a final degree in global
health,” she says.
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David Bergen ’13

An Education in Perseverance
When speaking of the EPC’s role in approving self-designed interdisciplinary majors,
Wirls is not reluctant to say that many first-time
applications are returned for extensive revisions.
“It’s not quibbling,” he says. “We do the same
when seasoned faculty propose a new major.
Designing a coherent major is a very serious and
complicated task. It’s good for the students
because it requires them to be more deliberate
and precise about what they are doing.”
That was the experience of David
Bergen ’13, also from Atlanta. “I was a math
major freshman and sophomore year, and I
decided I didn’t want to do that,” he says. “I
was always interested in creating films. I knew
Rhodes didn’t have a program for that. So I
talked to some people who were in film studies
classes and were thinking of similar things.
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I met with the head of the Film Studies Program between sophomore and junior year and
started making a proposal for my major. I submitted the proposal to the committee. They
had some changes that they wanted to make.
I had to meet with several different people.
Ultimately, the EPC accepted it.”
Bergen’s career aim is to teach film on
the high school level, so he also tacked an education minor onto his self-designed film studies major. Proposals such as the one Bergen
presented to the EPC help keep faculty abreast
of student academic interests and can often
lead to the creation of new interdisciplinary
majors. The development of a curriculum for a
film studies major is currently under way, due
to the number of students applying for selfdesigned majors in that discipline.
Classes in art, English, philosophy,
and film studies, in addition to directed
rhodes.edu

inquiries with his advisors, formed the heart
of Bergen’s academic curriculum. In tandem,
Bergen wrote a senior seminar paper for Dr.
Rashna Richards, director of the Film Studies
Program, and began making his capstone film
through a directed inquiry film production
course in the Department of Art with Professor Liz Daggett.
“I made a 20-minute horror film,” he
says. “I wrote it, directed it, starred in it, scored
it. It premiered on campus at a special screening of advanced film projects. I’m going to
submit it to the Indie Memphis film festival.
It’s like the grand project of my major, all coming together.”

Early Interest Charts a Course
While it took Bergen a couple of years
to shift his academic program to film, Sarah
Bacot ’13 took a class as a first-year student on
gender in 19th-century America and quickly
saw how an interdisciplinary program combining gender and sexuality studies (GSS)—already interdisciplinary in itself—and history
could shape her academic future. The idea for
her major came from Dr. Judith Haas, former
director of the GSS program.
“The interdisciplinary nature of a GSS
major and history major really appealed to
me. It meant that I would be able to take a
number of different courses with a common
thread, in that all related to each other,” she
explains. “What I really wanted was to find
what the overlap would be in all of my other
classes: GSS and philosophy, religious studies—all of it.”
True to Wirls’ description of how selfdesigned interdisciplinary curriculums must
carefully integrate the best selection of classes
rhodes.edu

appropriate to the major, Bacot’s advisors
pored over course offerings. “It wasn’t about
‘you need courses from this and courses from
this.’ It was about what courses went best with
the overall theme and goal of my major.”
For Bacot, a native of Diamondhead,
MS, that meant history courses such as Islamic
History and Civilization; Jews, Christians,
Muslims in Medieval Spain; and Black and
White Women in the South, along with GSS
classes, including Feminist and Queer Theory
and Feminist Philosophy. Stirred into the mix
were Philosophy of Race and Psychology of
Gender and Language “so that I could again
have ways to ground and explore gender and
sexuality as a field in a number of disciplines
and relate that back to the history papers I was
writing, and be able to incorporate historical
context into a number of disciplines,” she says.
Not only did her major introduce her to
many disciplines, it also presented numerous
opportunities outside the classroom, as well.
“I was an intern at the Memphis Gay and
Lesbian Community Center. Last summer I
worked with Pam Detrie, associate director of
the Rhodes Counseling Center, to design a fellowship on campus and worked as an LGBT
fellow. That relates directly to what I was
doing in terms of gender and sexuality studies,” says Bacot. As part of her summer LGBT
fellowship, she organized and set up the Queer
Resources Room in Briggs. The room offers
books and films and a gathering place for
LGBT students and their allies.
“I am really appreciative of Rhodes for
my community experiences,” Bacot says, “because Rhodes’ location and Rhodes’ emphasis
on giving students what they want or need
academically really made it possible for me to
do this in the first place.”
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Dr. Stephen Ceccoli, Dr. Elizabeth
Thomas, and Robbie Cook ’13

Urban Setting Yields Dream Job
In his college search, Robbie Cook ’13
fell in love with the liberal arts approach—but
his affinity for urban design added another
necessary criterion. “When it came down to
it, I realized I really needed to go to a school
in a city,” says Cook. “I needed to be surrounded by people, by ideas, by energy—not
a cornfield.”
For Cook, from Fort Worth, Rhodes’
location in the heart of Memphis made it
the perfect fit. “Driving around Memphis,
I could see myself getting involved with the
organizations that make Memphis unique and
significant, and I’ve had the ability to do that
through my curriculum.”
Cook’s studies allowed him to view
Memphis from an angle unique to Rhodes.
His dual love for international and local politics and their interactions led to a self-designed
interdisciplinary major in urban studies and
international studies. “I loved studying the
way large countries interact with each other,
like the way the United States interacts with
nation-states like France,” Cook explains. “At
the same time, I didn’t want to lose community and grass roots aspects.”
His challenge was to combine these
fields to create a comprehensive curriculum.
Cook dubs his study abroad experience the
linchpin that made his major work. During
Semester at Sea, he sailed to nine countries
around the Mediterranean and studied architecture, art, and religion. “It bridged the gap
between theoretical international studies from
Memphis with real-world, practical applications of what I was learning in urban studies,”
Cook explains. “I decided it would be more interesting to take the large-scale analytical
rhodes.edu
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aspects of international relations and combine
them with the local and federal level of urban
studies to create this comprehensive lens to
look at urban social problems to design space
and see how people interact in that space.”
With the guidance of Urban Studies’
Dr. Thomas and Dr. Stephen Ceccoli of the
Department of International Studies, Cook
created a solid foundation for his pursuit of a
career in international real estate development
and city planning. “I don’t have a specific
concentration. But to be able to attack it from
nine different ways—it was a lot of fun.”
“Robbie took advantage of opportunities—and in some cases, created new opportunities—to extend his learning beyond
the classroom,” says Dr. Thomas. Cook
participated in the evaluation of HOPE VI, a
federal public housing program, as a member
of Professor Heather Jamerson’s research
team. The team assessed the redevelopment
of the Cleaborn Homes public housing area
in Memphis. In addition to conducting data
collection and analysis, Cook worked with a
variety of stakeholders, including professional
planners, city officials, and public housing
residents. As a result of his contributions to
the evaluation project, Cook was offered an
internship position in the planning department of the Memphis-based architecture firm
Looney Ricks Kiss.
All of his hard work at Rhodes has paid
off: “I got my dream job. May 15, two days
after graduation, I went to work for a real estate developer in Fort Worth. I am a project
manager for a build that’s practically in my
backyard. Since high school, I’ve wanted to
get in on this project. Now I get the chance to
run the whole thing. I’m the happiest person
in the world.”
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FACULTY FOCUS

McCarthy Contributes to Smithsonian Exhibition
MARY SAVIG

Cursive writing is a way
of disciplining the body,
of educating people into a
particular kind of literacy.

Department of Art Professor David McCarthy culls through the papers of artist H.C.
Westermann to select an item for inclusion in “The Art of Handwriting.”

D

epartment of Art Professor David McCarthy was
introduced to the artist H.C.
Westermann as an undergraduate at Gettysburg College in the
early 1980s. Over the years,
Westermann’s work became a
focus of research for McCarthy. In
acknowledgement of his expertise
regarding the artist, McCarthy has
been tapped by the Smithsonian
Institution to select an example of
the artist’s handwriting and write
about it for a summer exhibition
“The Art of Handwriting.”
Known largely as a sculptor,
Westermann (1922–1981) began
each day of his studio practice
writing letters comprising both
words and small hand-drawn
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graphics. For the Smithsonian
show, McCarthy selected a graphics-heavy letter that concludes with
Westermann’s formal and practiced
signature. McCarthy traced the
origin of the signature’s cursive
style to the Palmer Method, an
old-school classroom training
system that aimed to teach “business writing” to students in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries.
Instruction concentrated on rhythmic movements of the shoulder
and arm, with the goal of generating a legible handwritten text.
Today, cursive writing is
becoming a lost art. “Handwriting
is disappearing,” McCarthy says.
“It is a trained skill and a lot of
schools no longer teach it. We are

moving to block text rather than
cursive.” Pointing to drawings in a
handwriting history text that show
the proper angle of the hand to the
body for cursive writers, McCarthy
describes cursive writing as “a way
of disciplining the body, of educating people into a particular kind of
literacy, one with a flourish in your
writing.”
Westermann’s signature will
be displayed among those of other
great artists of the 18th through
the 21st centuries in the Smithsonian’s Lawrence A. Fleischman Gallery in Washington, D.C., from
June to October. McCarthy’s commentary on Westermann’s work
will function as the label for the
letter on display.

— Lynn Conlee

WEB EXTRA: rhodes.edu/art
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A FOND FAREWELL

Dr. Robert Strandburg Retires
JUSTIN FOX BURKS

Rhodes College Board of Trustees Chairman Bill Michaelcheck presents the Distinguished Service Medal to Dr. Robert Strandburg.

fter 24 years on the faculty
of the Department of
Psychology, professor and
associate dean of Academic Affairs
Robert Strandburg retired at the
end of the 2012-13 academic year.
Strandburg’s influence on Rhodes’
campus extended far beyond his
role in the classroom.
He was a leader for
undergraduate research and
curricular reform. Strandburg was
named the fi rst director of the
Center for Academic Research and
Education through Service, known
as Rhodes CARES, which was
funded by a grant from the Robert
and Ruby Priddy Charitable
Trust. As director, he supervised
such programs as the Rhodes
39
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Institute for Regional Studies, the
St. Jude Summer Plus research
program, the Center for Outreach
in Development of the Arts,
the Summer Service program,
the Rhodes/UT Neuroscience
Research Fellowship program,
the Rhodes Learning Corridor
initiative, and the Bonner Scholars
Program—all organizations at the
forefront of student excellence,
service, and research. As head of
the St. Jude Summer Plus program
for many years, Strandburg made
summer science research a staple
in the academic program of many
science majors.
In his role as associate dean
for Academic Affairs, Strandburg
was entrusted with oversight of

the college’s new Foundations
Curriculum, implemented in
2007. He also was an integral
part of the college’s highly
successful reaccreditation through
the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools. At the
same time, he continued to
promote his discipline, working
with other faculty to create
an interdisciplinary major in
Neuroscience.
Strandburg was awarded
numerous honors during his time
at Rhodes, including the Rhodes
College Distinguished Service
Medal, presented to him at
commencement in May.

— Lynn Conlee
S U M M E R 2 0 1 3 r• h oR dHeOsD. Ee Sd u 39
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ALUMNI NEWS

FROM THE ALUMNI RELATIONS OFFICE
Dear Friend,

JUSTIN FOX BURKS

Tracy Vezina Patterson ’84

{ 42 }

Graduation at Rhodes is truly a wonderful,
poignant, and meaningful celebration.
Viewing this festive ceremony on May
11 brought back wonderful memories
of my own graduation. But this year’s
commencement had new meaning for me
because my son, Josh, will enter Rhodes in
August as a member of the Class of 2017.
As the faculty filed past me adorned in a
colorful array of gowns, hoods, tams, and
the occasional baseball cap proclaiming a
favorite team, I found myself imagining my
own son’s graduation four years into the
future. I thought of how incredibly fortunate
Josh is to have the opportunity to spend four
years learning from these brilliant, amazing,
and accomplished individuals, for our faculty
truly define the “Rhodes experience.”
As I stood next to Dr. Diehl’s statue
watching the graduation procession, I saw
members of our music faculty—Dr. Bill
Skoog, Dr. Carole Choate Blankenship ’85—
and thought of former Rhodes music faculty
David Ramsey ’61 and Tony Garner ’65, in
whose memory a concert was performed
on April 28 by the Rhodes Mastersingers
Chorale and the Memphis Symphony
Orchestra. Both men had a profound
impact on their students. According to
The Reverend Dorothy Sanders Wells ’82,
Rhodes music major and soloist in the
tribute concert, “I can safely say that I would
not be the person I am today had I not had
the opportunity to study with both of them
at Rhodes College.” Former Rhodes Singer
Kimberly Longmire McDaniel ’80 says, “I
do not ever sing without being reminded of
their excellent mentoring. Even after 35 years,
their leadership still reminds me that every
voice counts.”
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Members of the Biology Department filed
past and I was reminded of something
Dane Ciolino ’85, the Alvin R. Christovich
Distinguished Professor of Law, Loyola
School of Law, once told me, “The night
before I left for Rhodes, one of my father’s
friends gave me some of the best advice I ever
got: ‘Find the best professors and take them
no matter what they teach.’ Although I was
a political science major, that advice put me
in all of Prof. Terry Hill’s upper-level biology
courses long after I decided to go to law
school rather than medical school. I became
a student of great teaching at Rhodes, and
later, a teacher myself.”
Professors from the International Studies
Department walked by and I thought of
my own international studies professor and
advisor, David Likes. “The Colonel,” as he
was affectionately referred to by his students,
built a nationally recognized program. By
doing so, he exposed his students to the
greatest minds and scholars in the field, who
travelled from around the globe to Memphis
to lecture here. His classes were more than
lessons in international relations, they
were life lessons. As is true of the Rhodes
professors today, the Colonel was a teacher,
advisor, and counselor who inspired us to
become more than we imagined.
The Colonel’s legacy at Rhodes will
be remembered at a special reunion of
international studies majors on Saturday,
Oct. 26, during Homecoming/Reunion
Weekend.
Warmest regards,
Tracy

rhodes.edu

Rhodes College
Alumni Association
President
Charlie Kinslow ’72
Little Rock, AR

1933
80th Reunion

Homecoming: Oct. 25-26

Mary Eloise Brett Tate

How did the Lynx Lair
get its name? Mary Eloise
Brett Tate submitted the
winning entry in a naming
contest and won three free
meals. Steve Tate reports
that his mother now lives
in a retirement home in
Winchester, VA, where she
recalls many wonderful
stories about her life in
Memphis and at Rhodes.
Mrs. Tate is 102 and one
of five remaining members
of her class, according to
Alumni records.

1936
News from alum Glenn
Gates comes through his
nephew, Memphian Will
Taylor. Glenn turns 100
this year, but only recently
stopped practicing as a
veterinarian in Clarksdale,
MS. In fall 2013, Glenn
will have a legacy at Rhodes.
Will’s son, Alexander, will be
an incoming first-year!

rhodes.edu

1950
Reporters: Ann DeWar Blecken
6406 Pine Circle
Memphis, TN 38115
901-797-2024
Jim Williamson
733 University St.
Memphis, TN 38107
901-276-3989

Memphis’ Luna Nova
Ensemble presented a
concert Jan. 28 in Hardie
Auditorium in memory of
Jane McAtee Patterson. The
program included several
contemporary works inspired
by the literature and music
of Japan as well as two
narrations by her son, Robert
G. Patterson Jr. Robert’s wife,
Patricia Gray ’69, a former
Rhodes associate professor
of music, serves as executive
director of the nonprofit
ensemble.

1953
60th Reunion
Homecoming: Oct. 25-26

1956
Jane Walters of East

Memphis was recognized in
March at the 29th Annual
Women of Achievement
Awards Celebration with the
Steadfastness award for “a
lifetime of achievement.”
Walters worked in the
Memphis City School system
for 50 years as a teacher and
administrator and served on
the state board of education.
She also worked to connect
every school in the state of
Tennessee to the Internet
and helped implement the
Grizzlies Academy.

The
Charitable
Annuity:
The Gift
That Keeps
Giving

The charitable gift annuity is an increasingly popular
way to make a planned gift to Rhodes while enjoying
fixed income for life and possible tax benefits. In
exchange for a contribution of $10,000 or more, in
cash or appreciated stock, Rhodes can offer you a fixed
annual payment for life based on your contribution,
your age, and the current annuity rates established by
the American Council on Gift Annuities.
The amount of your lifetime annual payment is
determined at the time the charitable gift annuity is
funded. Your annual payment will never change and
will continue regardless of how long you live.
Age
Annuity Rate
70 ............................. 5.1%
75 ............................. 5.8%
80 ............................. 6.8%
85 ............................. 7.8%
90 & over ................... 9.0%
You may establish a charitable gift annuity for you
and your spouse or any other loved one, but the
annuity rates will be slightly lower for two people. For
additional information, please contact:
The Rhodes College Office of Development
901-843-3850
rhodes.edu/plannedgiving
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1957
Reporters: Eric Mount
trulyanderic@earthlink.net
George Morris
drgeo@gate.net
Mary Silitch was honored

and inducted into the
Women in Aviation Hall
of Fame on Jan. 21, 2013.
She has flown 250 types of
aircraft and logged more
than 5,000 hours of pilot
time.
Jane Williamson reports
on the 55th reunion, saying
that a party was held and
attended by Harriette and

1958
55th Reunion
Homecoming: Oct. 25-26
Reporter: Lorraine Rayburn
Abernathy
30 Willway Ave.
Richmond, VA 23226
804-353-4202
labernathy04@comcast.net
Robert Booth reports that

“Sales of my book, Good
People/Bad Credit, have
slowed and I’m now helping
my son Rich (Rhodes and
Vanderbilt Law). He will
be collaborating with Dr.
Ed Morler on a book about
the impact of personality
on divorce by utilizing the
Fred Beeson, John and Jo
Enneagram of Personality.
Maxwell, Connie Stettbacher,
They hope to have it finished
Nancy Mays, Jane Williamson, and published by Nov. 1.
and John Crabtree, and Jim
Their target markets will
Eikner was also there for
include marriage consultants
and lawyers.”
part of the celebration. Jim
Several classmates
and Nancy Higuerson, Mary
have
been doing some
Louise Maya, and Nelly
traveling
recently. Mike and
Waller, also made it for the
Jane Ivy from Benton, AR,
reunion.
took a lovely 17-day cruise in
John Masteller reports that
December from San Diego
he is doing well in Mobile.
to Ft. Lauderdale. They
Jerry Weise is in retirement returned home in time for
after teaching high school
a Christmas-evening snow
mathematics for 30 years. He and ice storm, with lots of
damage from limbs falling
is crafting jewelry and he is
from the huge pine trees in
the head of the Flower Guild
their yard. They ended up
at St. Andrews Episcopal
taking out some trees, as well
Church in Mount Pleasant,
as replacing their roof. The
SC. He is now a nationally
repairs took until April, and
accredited flower show judge
at the end of the month they
for National Garden Clubs
planned to attend a family
Inc. and he quotes Galileo,
reunion in Las Vegas.
Sam Cole in Memphis
“Mathematics is the language
writes of plans to visit
with which God wrote the
Alexandria, VA, in August,
Universe.” No wonder many
where his son David is a high
of us wander.
school teacher. Another son
George Morris says, “If
is an English teacher at the
anybody needs me, I will be
University of Hong Kong
working in Clearwater, FL.
and will be visiting Sam for
I look forward to the next
three weeks, along with his
edition.”
son, Patrick.
From Elgin, IL, Nancy
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Rhodes alumni—friends and classmates—recently gathered at Eden
Isle. From left to right: Betty Page Gandy ’60; Walker ’59 and Diane
McMillan Wellford ’59; Steve ’74 and Catherine Dailey Berger ’75; Fred ’57
and Harriette Mathewes Beeson ’57; Jo and John Maxwell ’57; and Beth
LeMaster Simpson ’58.

Carter Burnidge writes,
“I’m alive and kicking and
traveling.” She plans to keep
doing those things since
she’s lucky enough to have
two granddaughters, one
18 months old and one two
months old. She writes of a
special trip, “My best trip
last year, except for visiting
children, was to Isles de la
Madeleine. Go there if you
can (and if you can find it
on the map!). It’s out in the
middle of the Gulf of St.
Laurence. Wonderful place
and people.”
Inveterate travelers Lewis
Murray and his wife,
Georgina, spend the winter
months at their apartment in
Rome, and enjoy their Chevy
Chase, MD, home the rest of
the year. Lewis would like to
get together with some old
’58 friends in the D.C. area
when the Murrays return this
spring.
Also thinking of gettogethers are Richard
Dortch, Mike Cody, Bob
Booth, and John Quinn and

their wives. They’re planning
a mini-reunion in Memphis
in June. John, still practicing
law in D.C., has just moved
his law office to a new D.C.
address.
New honors for Milton

Knowlton, who was awarded

the National Society of
the Sons of the American
Revolution Meritorious
Service Medal, the highest
award that can be given, as
the outgoing president of
the Isaac Shelby Chapter.
Milton was also inducted
into the Decendants of Early
Settlers of Shelby County
and Adjoining Counties. His
great-grandfather Lyman
Sullivan Knowlton came to
Memphis as the Assistant
Postmaster in 1854.
Martha Sigler Guthrie,
of Metairie, LA, has had a
busy winter/spring teaching
intermediate and advanced
watercolor still life workshops
in the New Orleans area,
as well as holding weekly
classes in her studio. She is
very proud of her students,
who are doing really nice
work and getting accepted
into international shows.
Martha has also served as
judge for a number of shows
in the area. For the first
time in years she entered
the LA Watercolor Society
International Exhibition with
a large watercolor painting,
“My Grandmother’s Quilt,”
which had a clear glass bowl
of limes “from my lime tree”
in the painting. Martha says,
rhodes.edu

“Still have passport . . . will
travel! I am ready for a great
or just fun trip. Anyone up to
travel?”
In Wilmington, NC, Nan
Our thoughts are with Duke
Schaeffer Graham, trying to
McCall Jr. on the loss of his
do a final revision on book
father, Duke Sr., in April.
number three, is “waiting for
those carefree golden years
ahead.” As many of you may
know, Nan teaches some
classes at UNC Wilmington
and does commentary on
50th Reunion
“things Southern” for the local
Public Radio station, WHQR. Homecoming: Oct. 25-26
Charlie Rich
Recently, Wilmington celThe 50th Anniversary Celebration for the Marburg (Germany) Study
Abroad Program reunited four alums: (seated, far right) Martha Ellen
ebrated The Big Read, which
gsrcar@sbcglobal.net
McCharen Swan ’64; (middle row, far left) Allan Korsakov ’65; (second
this year highlighted The
Bill Holmes reports
from left) Sarah Reagan ’65; and (third from right) Teresa Johnson
Great Gatsby. Nan and anthat, although they had
Kramer ’64.
other commentator curated
to evacuate their home
an exhibit at the station’s MC for three days, he and his
as a parish associate at
Erny Gallery on Zelda and
wife Nancy escaped the
Christ Presbyterian Church
Scott Fitzgerald. She said it
great Waldo Canyon Fire
in Ormond Beach, FL. He
was, “lots of work and lots
that destroyed 346 houses
and his wife, Carol, have
of fun.” There were giant
in Colorado Springs last
two children: a daughter,
reproductions of the original
summer. According to Bill,
Elizabeth Wade, who is
Reporter: Mary Lou Quinn
Gatsby book jacket, period
“The sky was dark and the
married to Chuck and lives
McMillin
costumes, a genuine 1927
entire horizon was in flames.
in
St. Petersburg, with their
maryloumc1@comcast.net
raccoon coat, music from a
It looked like the end of the
two
children, Ross and Anna;
I don’t know about you,
1920s phonograph with origi- world. It’s an interesting
and
a
son, Rob, who lives in
nal records, a model Rollsexercise to rush through your but I still love the barefoot
Jacksonville.
days of summer . . . fireflies
Royce similar to the roadster
house on very short notice
From Linda Jackson
“dancing” at twilight . . .
in the novel, and a real live
to decide what to take with
Walters we learn that the
1920s Packard parked in front you.” They have subsequently cicadas humming in the
trees . . . grilling out . . . long move she and her husband,
of the radio station, plus
moved permanently to their
Gunter, made last spring to
evenings shared with friends.
textile art and other artifacts
townhouse in Santa Fe, NM.
Richmond, VA, to be near
of the period. Nan and her
They continue to travel, most And, if I can’t be with you,
her daughter Laura and
the next best thing is to settle
husband, Ernie, obviously
often to Nancy’s hometown,
son-in-law Nick, has been
down with a cold drink and
stay busy.
San Francisco.
“worth the effort.” Linda says,
the latest issue of Rhodes to
Word from Tim Moseley: “I
Dr. James A. Warden
“Richmond is a really fun city.
catch
up with our classmates. We are enjoying the many
am living in Bay St. Louis,
says that, “I retired in
I am sad to report that
MS, and am happy that
June 2012 after 45 years of
locally owned restaurants
K.C. Ptomey was diagnosed
the museum I founded to
teaching physics, the last
and all of the history in this
with abdominal cancer
honor my mom is open in
two decades at Emory &
area . . . and, of course, the
in mid-January and died
our town’s historic train
Henry College in Emory,
opportunity to see Laura
on May 10 at his home in
depot. I’ve been a lifelong
VA. Currently, I continue
and Nick often.” Linda is
Nashville.
I was fortunate
antique collector and the
to teach courses in general
involved with the fabulous
museum also holds many of
studies and science education to get to see him the week
Virginia Museum of Fine
my antiques. After Hurricane at E&H, and offer astronomy before his death and had
Arts in Richmond, as well as
a brief but good visit with
Katrina, I opened three
classes occasionally for the
the historic home and garden,
him. I told him “I brought
vacation rentals to fund the
Older Adults and Master
Maymont. Gunter enjoys the
with me the love of the Class
museum in the future. We’re
Naturalists community
area on his Harley. They live
of ’64.” I know you join me
on Facebook—Alice Moseley programs. My wife and I
at 33 James Falls Dr., 23221,
in extending our love and
Folk Art Museum.”
enjoy the forested landscape
and invite anyone in the
sympathy to his wife, Carol,
It’s great to hear from you
of southern Appalachia,
area to visit. Phone is 804and their entire family.
folks, and hope to hear from
locavore restaurants, and
477-7702. Linda and Gunter
Robert Orr wrote to share
more of you that you’re alive,
modest efforts at organic
continue to work, taking
his email address and report
kicking, and just keeping on.
gardening and solar energy.”
small group tours to Europe.
that he is presently serving
She works from home, and

1962
1963

1964
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weather permits. We remain
goes to Tennessee every six
healthy and happy.”
weeks or so for a week to see
From Ronnie Splann, “I
their son and friends and
to work in the office there.
am totally retired now. My
She claims this is a much
activity is somewhat limited
more relaxing pace . . . welldue to several strokes, though
deserved in her “ripe old age.” I am doing well now. My first
wife, Jody, passed away in
Alyce Jappe Burr shared
1994. I am the luckiest man
the sad news that her
alive, because I have had two
husband, Harry Burr,
great wives. My wife now is
died on Oct. 26, 2012, of
advanced Parkinson’s disease. Diane and she is great. We
go to Hawaii as often as
Thank you, Alyce, for letting
we can to visit my brother,
us know. We extend to you
Frank, who has retired to
and your family our deepest
Maui. I miss seeing everyone
sympathy.
from Southwestern and even
On a snowy day in March,
Central High School.”
with about 10 deer either
reclining or lunching in her
Hayden Kaden writes,
back yard, Carolyn Cooper
“Bonnie and I spent another
spring/summer in our home
Hill wrote from her home
in Alaska. It was kind of
in Bend, OR: “Soon after
moving to Bend, we travelled a wet, overcast time. We
hardly got out in our boat at
to New Zealand to spend
all, though we did manage a
two months living with
few days of humpback whale
families on both islands
watching and visits to friends
whose homes were as near
on islands off-shore. However,
as possible to premier flyBonnie’s flower and vegetable
fishing streams. (Guess
gardens did well, in spite of
whose idea that was!) We
it all. Fortunately, we headed
were finally chased out
on down to our home in San
of there by a substantial
Miguel de Allende, Mexico,
earthquake in Christchurch
in October in time for Day
just as we were driving
of the Dead and have been
into town. We learned
here ever since, enjoying clear
that in such disasters it is
skies and 80 degree weather,
advisable to have cash on
with a quick drive up to
hand, a full tank of gas, and
Texas to spend Christmas
extra food. I attended the
with my 95-year-old mother.
Democratic Party’s National
Convention last September as Our daughter, Sierra Jimenez,
an Oregon delegate. My sister flew down from Haines,
AK, to Zihuatanejo for two
and brother-in-law (Claudia
weeks with us at the beach,
‘69 and Bruce Cook ‘68)
bringing our two beautiful
drove up from Atlanta and
grandsons, Hayden (6) and
joined me for the president’s
Asher (1½). This was lots
acceptance speech. It was
of fun for the old folks and
a thrilling experience. I
the kids, missing only sonam still teaching to retired
in-law, Carlos, who had to
seniors. The class is entitled
work. I am so glad those
“Trails of Evidence” and
days are behind me! Work,
examines crime scene
that is. Mexico continues to
evidence and its processing
enthrall us with its beautiful
and presentation in court.
towns, countrysides, and
Scary! Last winter we went
back to our old neighborhood people. We spent a week
in Mexico City visiting art
as “snowbirds” and tried our
museums two weeks ago. It
hand at tennis. We are now
had been 30 years since we
playing three times a week
had been there to really see
and still biking when the
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the city. It is really a fantastic being there for a day a
place. We were reminded of
couple of years ago. This
Paris, over 50 years ago (yee
time we REALLY liked
gads) when we were students
it . . . so we bought an
in Aix-en-Provence—junior
attached villa. Guess we
year abroad. We love our life. are officially snowbirds. We
Back to Alaska in a couple
had a brief visit from Don’s
of weeks to see what new
brother Harvey ‘61 and his
adventure awaits us. We are
wife, Johanna, while there.
planning to take a trip to
Don will continue to work
Mongolia in September, but
at Acadia National Park for
if that falls through, a canoe
about six months of the year
trip in the Yukon is next up.”
for the time being. I am still
(18+ years) music director at
Jim Bullock reports, “This
our church here in Southwest
past November, Ervin and I
Harbor.
went to southern Spain on
“We enjoyed being with our
our own. We had read and
sons and their families twice
seen new understandings of
in Rhode Island and South
European history when the
Carolina, in addition to
Moors (Muslim) ruled
many friends along the way.
Europe, southern Spain
Our seven grandchildren
in particular. We learned
range from age 2 to 16—so
that the years 900-1200s
much fun! We are still
were not totally dark ages.
waiting for spring to dawn
The Muslims brought
here—coldest April I can
into Europe Arabic
remember.”
numbers, paper from China,
architecture, gardens, orange
Dossett Foster writes of
trees, libraries, and beautiful
a fun adventure: “In the
fountains. The ideas they
’90s, Linda and I began
brought were transported
visiting state capitols. In
to Venice and on into the
September, we will take a trip
new world, particularly, St.
to visit Maryland, Virginia,
Augustine, FL, where we
and Delaware. For our
live. We can see the Moor’s
50th wedding anniversary
influence. In a world where
next May, we will take
we are living closer and
an extended trip to visit
closer together, we need to
Arizona, Alaska, Washington,
remember the gifts of all that Oregon, Montana, Idaho,
have brought us to this point. the Dakotas, and Minnesota.
That will make 49 capitols
Ervin and I are working
we have checked off on our
hard on interfaith relations
list, leaving only Hawaii. We
in our town. The trip gave
hope to go there with a group
us more insights. We also
of old geezers sometime in
visited our two new grand
babies at Princeton Seminary the near future. Maybe we
will be finished for our class’s
and Rhode Island School of
50th Reunion in October,
Design, where their parents
2014.
reside. Life continues to
From Marilyn Myers,
be an adventure in our
retirement years.”
““Ever since retiring from
From Elaine Holbrook
the Foreign Service over 15
years ago, I have continued
Jenkins we hear, “Don
to live in Washington, D.C.,
and I were away from Maine
where my life focuses around
for almost three months. It
two passions: one, travel
was a COLD, snowy winter
each year to new and/or
here and we were happy to
out of the way places and
have missed it! We rented
two, serving as a docent at
a place in Venice, FL, for a
the Washington National
month . . . we had enjoyed
rhodes.edu

Cathedral. In mid-February,
I returned from my most
recent trip . . . a visit to
Burma (Myanmar), which
was my last Foreign Service
post and where I headed
the Embassy in the mid-90s.
That was during the days
of the military dictatorship
which had ruled Burma
since the early 1960s. Now
that the parliament has
been reestablished and the
opposition is headed by
democracy leader Aung
San Suu Kyi, I found a
new sense of hope and
optimism throughout the
country, although Burma
faces a LONG comeback
road in terms of economic development, education,
and bettering the life of its
people. At the Washington
National Cathedral we are
now hosting the horde of
tourists who descend on
Washington each spring,
particularly to see the famed
cherry blossoms. There
are few sights in the city
that can match the soaring
gothic arches of the nave and
the jewel-like colors of the
stained-glass windows in this
Cathedral, where funerals for
several of our presidents have
been held. And, although you
will have missed the cherry
blossoms this year by the
time you read this, there is
always next year!”
Challace McMillin enjoyed
a March fishing adventure
with son, Sid, and his brother,
Robert Wayne McMillin ’66,

on the White River in Calico
Rock, AR.
Allan Korsakov writes: “In
April, I had a chance to get
reacquainted with Martha
Ellen McCharen Swan ’65,
Teresa Johnson Kramer,
and Sarah Reagan ’65 at

Millersville University in
Lancaster, PA, where the
four of us were attending
the 50th Anniversary
Celebration of the Marburg
(Germany) Study Abroad
rhodes.edu

Program. Dr. Guenter
Bicknese, formerly of the
Southwestern at Memphis
German Department
faculty, had graduated from
Marburg and served as the
inaugural resident director
of the program, thereby
also opening admission to
the Millersville program
to qualified Southwestern
students. Unfortunately, Dr.
Bicknese passed away a few
years ago, as did one of our
fellow students, but of our
original group of 19 students,
14 of the remaining 18 were
at the reunion. In addition to
the formal weekend agenda,
a great time was had by all
catching up on the past 50
years, reminiscing about the
Study Abroad Program and
how fortunate we each were
to share this life-altering
journey of discovery.
“Among the many German
students our little group met
in Marburg that year was
a young liberal arts major
named Michael Schluroff. In
1963 Maik, as he become
known to us, was in the
final stages of applying for
a Fulbright Scholarship to
study in the United States.
Not only was Maik awarded
a scholarship, but through a
serendipitous and fortuitous
luck of the draw, was selected
to study at Southwestern
at Memphis for 1964-1965.
After all these years, Maik
and I still correspond.”
Here’s hoping that your
summer is enjoyable and that
you’ll take the time to let us
hear about it come fall.

1965
Reporter: Virginia Lowry Ives
ivesvirginia@gmail.com
Virginia Lowry Ives “Our

50th is only two short years
away. The challenging part
of being class of ’65 reporter

is keeping a current e-mail
list. If you don’t receive
my requests for news and
even if you have nothing to
report, PLEASE, PLEASE
send your e-mail address
to ivesvirginia@gmail.com.
Also, if any of you would
consider being class reporter
for a couple of years, please
let me know. It’s easier than
you think and a great way to
stay in touch with classmates.
I’m still working (minimum
hours) as a purser/flight
attendant for Delta Airlines
out of JFK and enjoy my trips
to Hong Kong, Bangkok,
Istanbul, and Mumbai. Bill
and I return to Burma
(Myanmar) for our ninth trip
in November.”
Sterling (Jim) Greenwood,

retired publisher Aspen Free
Press, Aspen, Co. “There’s
a newly published (June 19)
unauthorized nonpartisan
Obama biography in
bookstores and public
libraries by author and
Pulitzer Prize-winning
historian David Maraniss,
who also is an editor at the
Washington Post. I worked
with Maraniss on this project
off and on for more than a
year, maybe closer to two,
as a researcher focusing
on Obama’s mother’s time
in Texas as a child. As
a longtime newspaper
journalist (I started out in
metro journalism at The
Commercial Appeal covering
night police in the wake
of the King assassination),
I’ve generally done research
and investigations solely
for my own stories. The
Obama project interested me,
however, for several reasons.
Chief among them was the
opportunity for expensepaid travel to the state where
I grew up—Texas—and
that I wanted to work with
Maraniss. Too, I thought
it would be neat to get my
name mentioned in a genuine
history book, which Barack

Obama: The Story most
definitely is. Maraniss spent
some four years working
on it, a significant part
of his time in Kenya and
Indonesia. In fact, the bio
has been described as a ‘long
history book.’ Maraniss
acknowledges my efforts on
pg. 577, second paragraph.”
Bruce Herron writes, “I
am still practicing
ophthalmology here in
Jackson, TN, after 36
years. I have slowed down
considerably and am taking
more time off but still
enjoy seeing patients. We
are traveling more, going
to Italy in the fall. We have
four children and eight
grandchildren. They are
scattered and we enjoy
visiting them.”
Bob Sessum writes, “I
am enjoying retirement of
about two years from fulltime Episcopal ministry;
however, it does seem to
be hard for clergy to retire.
Therefore, am doing parttime Interim Ministry
work for a congregation
here in my hometown of
Lexington, KY, St. Martha’s
Church, for several months.
It is so refreshing to be their
clergyperson and watch
them gear up for their next
priest. At our most recent
General Convention in July,
I was elected to the Board
of our Archives for The
Episcopal Church. Donna
and I are enjoying the time
to take some short trips and
visit our son, Paul, who has
just started a new business,
American Louvered Roof,
based in Louisville.”
Susan Beaird shares, “I’m
writing this from the MV
Explorer, the ship of Semester
at Sea. I’ve been traveling
as a Life Long Learner with
650 college students and a
full faculty and staff around
the world. We started Jan. 9
from California and went
to Japan, China, Vietnam,
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I’m active in a number of
Afghanistan veterans are
environmental and other
enduring the consequences
issues. We traveled to Italy
of multiple deployments. We
and Spain last fall and hope
really need to take care of
to be taking another trip
those who have sacrificed
before long. Life is good.”
so much for us whether we
Bob Packer is still working
agree with the war policy or
half-time for a dermatology
not. On a more positive note,
practice in Wheatridge, CO,
those of us who attended
and they spend a lot of time
the Junior Year Abroad
visiting their eight grandkids
in Marburg, Germany,
in Washington, Oregon,
sponsored by Rhodes
and Colorado. He had fun
professor Dr. Gunther
at his 50 year high school
Bicknese, are planning a 50th
reunion last summer in
reunion in Pennsylvania this
Memphis (Central High) and month. I am looking forward
Louellyn Hindmanis looking forward to the 50
Griffin reports, “Classmate
to seeing Rhodes classmates
year Rhodes (Southwestern)
Patty Stark George, who
Allan Korsakov, Martha Ellen
class reunion in two years!
also lives in Salem, owns a
McCharen Swan, and Teresa
His wife, Kathleen, has
timeshare room at a hotel
Johnson Kramer. Most of
retired from elementary
on the Oregon coast. We
us haven’t seen each other
teaching (literacy) but still
have been delighted to go
for about 50 years, but one
subs on occasion for her
there for a getaway night
of our cohorts put updated
former colleagues.
on occasion. We also have
pictures on a T-shirt.”
room for any who travel this
Jim Collier and wife,
way and give great tours
Janelle, spent the winter in
Sally Mixon Thomas shares,
of Timberline Lodge at Mt.
Austin, TX, enjoying their
“I’m really loving retirement
Hood. We were up to Seattle, and am doing things I’ve
two grandchildren who live
WA, last summer with our
there and the diverse life of
meant to do for decades, like
daughter and family. There
that fantastic city. They took
finally learning to play my
Reporter: Sammy Primm
is a wonderful tour of the
hammered dulcimer. Most of a Road Scholar trip to Costa
Marshall
historic underground over
Rica in January and took a
my regular activities (other
sammyannmarshall@gmail.com
which the city was rebuilt,
camping excursion through
than those related to our
From Tina Alston : “Your
and a ‘Duck’ amphibious
the southwest deserts before
daughter and her children)
stories across the years have
tour of the city and Lake
returning home to Wooster,
seem to be connected
Union. The tour passes by
OH, to enjoy the Midwestern given me cause to chuckle, to
to our church, which is
admire, and to be so grateful
the houseboat used in the
spring.
considered multicultural
for
you all. My version of
movie Sleepless in Seattle. We
because we cross boundaries
Sarah Reagan writes,
the 1960s Lynx Lair is a
ended the summer traveling
of race, class, and sexual
“My news is that I flunked
coffee shop over here in East
with a team of 10 to teach an
identity (caldwellpresby.org).
retirement. After I closed
Nashville, where I take my
English camp for a cohort of
Currently, I’m heading the
my private practice as a
10-year-old standard poodle,
50 middle-schoolers in China. committee that organizes
clinical psychologist in
Billy Biggers, often seeing
We also got to see the Great
volunteer activities at a highArlington, VA, and moved
Howard Romaine ’64 over
Wall, Summer Palace, and
poverty elementary school
to Florida, I began to get
Forbidden City in Beijing.”
and also serve on the Mission restless after about a year and in a corner talking politics.
Indeed, the creative East
and Justice and Latino
have gone back to work in
Judy Maguire writes, “I
Nashville subculture, with
Ministries committees. In
the VA outpatient clinic here
couldn’t stay fully retired so
its passionate young adults,
the fall I will be going back
in The Villages. We have
I’ve returned to teaching at
reminds me of Southwestern
a whole range of veterans
UTHSC College of Dentistry down to Guatemala with a
in the ’60s. My husband,
team from our church to the
going all the way back to
in Diagnostic Sciences and
J. Wayne Biggers, died a
project where my husband,
WWII, through Korea,
Oral Medicine. Just two
year ago, having returned
Zach, and I volunteered for
Vietnam, the Persian Gulf,
days a week, but it is such a
to Nashville with me and
five years (commonhope.org). Operation Iraqi Freedom,
pleasure. Dan and I are still
Billy to do some more
It is a real treat for me to be
and Operation Enduring
trying to sell my two houses
remodeling work and to get
there with members from
Freedom (Afghanistan).
in Union City, GA, so that
back into songwriting. He
our church and watch the
What I have learned is that
we can complete remodeling
never tired of calling me
transformation that occurs
the reception we gave our
of our two here across from
when friendships grow across
returning Vietnam vets made to the phone to say that
Evergreen Presbyterian. It’s
“Roomie” (Martha Overholser
the boundaries of culture,
an already bad situation
a good thing we have the
language, and class. Also,
much worse. Our Iraqi and
rest of our lives to get things
Whitney) was on the line.
Burma, and India and just
left Cape Town, South
Africa, heading for Ghana
and then Morocco, before
finishing in Barcelona. This
is certainly a big step up from
my junior year abroad in Aixen-Provence. I am taking an
emerging markets class, one
on global music, and one in
cognitive psychology. It’s fun
to be learning as we travel
the world. It’s nice to finally
have something worthwhile
to write about.”
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done. I’m loving this life;
drop by and I’ll share the joy.”
Ed Williams relates, “We
have had a somewhat
difficult winter here on the
farm with winter weather,
which just can’t seem to go
away; health problems; and
livestock issues related to
the first two. I had shoulder
surgery this spring as a result
of a farming accident that
occurred while taking care
of the livestock and was in a
tight sling a couple months
afterwards. My wife had to
cancel an Easter trip to join
the children in Hawaii due
to complications from her
breast cancer medication,
but when we look around us,
we continue to be blessed in
many ways. Praying for peace
and understanding in our
nation and world.”

RHODES

1966
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While J. Wayne and I lived
in the Smoky Mountains
for 10 years, he built houses
and wrote songs for our
youth group at Gatlinburg
Presbyterian Church, where
we were members. There, he
urged me to return to my
“calling”—hearing people’s
stories as a private practice
psychotherapist. My ‘day job’
up there was being one of the
oldest baristas at Starbucks in
Pigeon Forge.”
Isabell Van Merlin has
begun teaching an art class,
“The Language of Color,” a
prerequisite for a certificate
program in interior design
at North Shore Community
College in Lynn, MA. She
continues to teach an adult
education creative writing
class in Newburyport, MA.
Richard Jennings writes
that, after writing 10 awardwinning novels for middlereaders via Houghton Mifflin,
he has changed publishers
and written a new novel,
Phantom Light, with Silver
Sun Publishing LLC of
South Carolina. Called the
“Master of Middle American
Whimsy” by Kirkus Reviews
and recognized worldwide
for his 2000 novel, Orwell’s
Luck, which is still in print,
Richard gives credit for his
literary achievements to
Dr. John Benish, Dr. Yerger
Clifton, and the popular
professor of English and
published novelist, Jack
Farris. “These men lifted
me up and, while it takes
a lifetime to learn, they
support me today, if only in
memory. My years at what is
now called Rhodes College
remain the best years of my
life.”
Tim Greaves writes, “I am
now retired from the practice
of law after 42 years and am
going to paint full time. My
website is timgreaves.com. If
you are in Charleston, SC,
this year for Spoleto, come
and see me at the exhibit at
rhodes.edu

Marion Square. Show runs
16 days beginning on Friday
of Memorial Day weekend.
Hope to see everyone at the
next reunion. Best to all!”
Ginny Taylor Gannaway

writes that she and George
went on a seven-day cruise
in late February to Tahiti
and the Society Islands
of French Polynesia. They
snorkeled with stingrays,
small sharks, and other fish.
They also saw one of the
WWII bunkers on Bora Bora.
Also, Ginny’s son, Wayne
Drash, has written a book
about professional basketball
player Penny Hardaway titled
On These Courts. You can
read more about the book at
onthesecourts.com.

1967
Reporter: Sam Highsmith
shighsm@sbcglobal.net

A reminder to all
classmates that our 46th
will be this October. From
what I have heard, these
one-year get-togethers are oft
as much fun as the five-year
events. Y’all come on over.
And, a reminder too, that

Jim Whittington and K.D.
Field are serving as reluctant,

temporary, appointed by
no one, honorary, current
planning chair people for
50th. Suggestions? Let me
know and I will pass them on.
Last year our class received
the Silver Lynx award for
the largest percentage of
class members (53%) giving
to Rhodes. Let’s keep it up
folks!
Michael Hewgley writes:
The only matter I would have
to report is that my daughter
(yes at 67, I have a 20-yearold daughter!! Aren’t you
proud of me?) is at Rhodes
this year as a sophomore. She
was at TCU last year. She has
found Rhodes challenging

but has managed to keep
about a 3.4 grade point
average, much better than I
did as a sophomore.
From Bill Buchanan:
Will be at 46th since it’s
Noni’s 45th. Still enjoying
retirement and traveling.
Looking forward to summer
since spring is too damn cold.
Julie Bragg’s computer
replied: I’ll be out of the
office until Monday, April 1.
Aaron Foster shares this:
In February, I was privileged
to play a program of organ
music at the Bartlett UMC
Noon Concert Series. The
church purchased and had
completely refurbished
the original Kimball Pipe
Organ built in 1928 for the
original Ellis Auditorium in
downtown Memphis. Playing
music composed for these
vintage instruments is so
much fun for me. It was great
to have in attendance my
brother Dossett and his wife,
Linda. They took time out of
their busy travel schedule to
be there for me. I continue to
thoroughly enjoy retirement
and am looking forward to
getting lots of yard work
done before hot weather sets
in.
Dianne Rickoll Short

writes: My husband has
finally decided to retire,
so in February we moved
from Virginia Beach, VA,
to Roswell, GA, north
of Atlanta. We have two
daughters and three
grandchildren in the Atlanta
area, so we knew it was the
perfect place for us. Our
son lives in Portland, OR, a
little too far away! We are
still settling in, but I plan
to continue my Master
Gardener activities and
find other ways to become
involved in the community.
I was a licensed clinical
social worker for many years
but have been retired for
about seven years. That was
when I got into the Master

Gardener program and
also worked at the Norfolk
Botanical Garden as a youth
educator. Lots of fun, and
much less stress! I do hope to
see you at one of the future
reunions.
Jeanne Hope Buckner

pens: We’re in the throes of
packing up to go to Maine
for six months. My friends
say I’m never in Texas and I
guess it’s been true for these
past months. Bob and I had
a terrific trip to the Amazon,
Machu Picchu, and the
Galapagos Islands over the
Christmas holidays. Of the
three, the Galapagos Islands
were by far our favorite. The
mating season was in full
tilt with blue-footed boobies
dancing and preening, the
frigate birds displaying their
red neck pouches to attract
high-flying females, and
the giant sea turtles rolling
together in the ocean. All of
it just amazed us. We took
the two grandchildren from
New York to Disney World
for a week in February. I’ve
never had that much fun or
enjoyed seeing the delight
on those little faces so much.
It was memorable! Then
it was off to Maine for the
summer months to escape
the Texas heat. I think when
I finally grow up I’ll settle
in one place! But for now, it
feels O.K. to migrate like the
hummingbirds.
Beth and Sam Highsmith
were also at sea over the
holidays. “We joined two
Little Rock friends on a trip
to Brazil, Argentina, Chile,
the Falkland Islands, and
Antarctica. The 21-day
cruise was fabulous, and
we celebrated our 18th
anniversary. A great time was
had by all.”
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1968
45th Reunion
Homecoming: Oct. 25-26
Reporters: Bob Morris
bmorris68@comcast.net
Drue Thom White
drueboo@aol.com
Bick Johnson, executive

chef at Bald Headed Bistro
in Cleveland, TN, is
featured among the 2013
best chefs in America in a
coffee-table book published
in March. More than 5,000
chefs were interviewed
for the book, according
to the Chattanoogan. Bick
originally embarked on a
teaching career, then became
interested in the culinary arts
after a dining experience at
a fine French restaurant. He
then became an apprentice
to a European master chef,
working his way up to sous
chef.
Carol Colclough Strickland

spent a week in Israel
working on a story for Art in
America magazine on King
Herod’s architectural legacy
(based on an exhibition at the
Israel Museum). “His tomb
was discovered, yielding lots
of artifacts, and I toured
archaeological sites where
he built palaces, fortresses,
amphitheaters, hippodromes,
and a deep-water port,”
Carol reports. “He was quite
the master builder, and
his megalomania paid off
big-time in transforming
sites into pseudo-Roman
extravaganzas. P.S. He didn’t
massacre the innocents
in Bethlehem, although
he massacred anyone who
crossed him, including his
beloved wife and sons.”
Barbara Lesh Borleske

plans to attend Homecoming
Weekend in October. She and
husband, Steve, are retired,
although Steve, “keeps busy
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with regular consulting
with Delaware Technical
and Community College,
and I have some volunteer
duties with Delaware Science
Olympiad and Delaware
Nature Society. Mostly we
enjoy the 5 grands who live
within 15 minutes drive,
traveling to our North
Carolina place, and just
being able to sleep later!”
Rich and Susan Srorer
Clark moved to Seattle
May 6. Says Susan, “We’ve
lived in the Washington,
D.C., area for more than
30 years and figure it’s time
to go someplace else. Rich
retired from NBC News
last August, so we’ve been
enjoying the D.C. area and
saying goodbye. I’ll resume
trying to sell my first novel
and writing my second.
Both children are gainfully
employed, have wonderful
significant others, and have
health insurance, so we figure
we’ve done well.”

1969
As president of Memphis’
Beethoven Club, Patricia
Gray is being acknowledged
for bringing the former
society club into the 21st
century, due largely to her
emphasis on technology
and focusing on supporting
young artists.
Vince Vawter’s first novel,
Paperboy, a coming-of-age
story set in Memphis in 1959,
was due out this spring from
Delacorte.

1971
Reporter: Betha Hubbard Gill
1365 Yorkshire Dr.
Memphis, TN 38119
901-685-6712
bethagill@hotmail.com
Gayle Bartos-Pool has two
RHODES

new books out, Hedge Bet
and The Johnny Casino Casebook 2—Looking for Johnny
Nobody. Writing under the
name G.B. Pool, she has previously published three other
books, From Light to Dark,
The Johnny Casino Casebook
1—Past Imperfect, and Media
Justice.

1972

40th Reunion

Homecoming: Oct. 25-26

1973
Reporter: Margaret Lawson
Headrick
margaretheadrick@comcast.net
Patricia Spears Jones has

poetry included in Angles of
Ascent: A Norton Anthology of
Contemporary African American Poetry.
The Class of 1973 is gearing up for its 40th Reunion
in October. Vicki Kanawalsky
Gore and Becky Pixler Boone
are in charge of the reunion
plans and activities. They,
along with their committee,
have been working overtime
to make this the best reunion
for the greatest class. Chip
Ramsey is heading up the
fund-raising committee, and
each class member is encouraged to make a donation to
the college to honor the class
of 1973. Jane Howze has
created a reunion Facebook
page that we encourage
you to join. You can find
it at Rhodes College Class
of 1973-40th Reunion. If
you want to be added to the
reunion update emails just
let Margaret Lawson Headrick
know by sending an email to
margaretheadrick@comcast.
net.
Our thoughts are with
Ellen Sams Nichol and her
brothers Jim Sams ’74 and

Fletcher Sams ’76, whose
father, Dr. Ferrol Sams Jr. H
’94, passed away in January.
G. Richard Smith, M.D.,

has been named dean of the
College of Medicine and vice
chancellor at the University of
Arkansas for Medical Sciences
(UAMS). Smith, a professor and holder of the Marie
Wilson Howells Chair, is currently director of the UAMS
Psychiatric Research Institute
and chair of the Department
of Psychiatry in the UAMS
College of Medicine. “I look
forward to the opportunity of
working with my colleagues,
the chairs of the departments
of the college, the leaders of
UAMS Medical Center, and
the campus to advance our
collective missions and to
serve the people of the state
of Arkansas,” said Smith.
A Jonesboro native, Smith
received a Bachelor of Science
in chemical biology from
Rhodes. He was a medical
student, intern, and resident
at UAMS. After completing a
fellowship in psychiatry and
internal medicine at Strong
Memorial Hospital in Rochester, NY, he returned to UAMS
in 1981 and became chair of
the Department of Psychiatry
in 2001. He is founding director of the Psychiatric Research
Institute, which opened in
December 2008 with 40 inpatient beds to combine research,
clinical care, and education all
in one location.

1975
Jack Holtman’s daughter,
Ellie, was crowned Miss Missouri USA Nov. 4, 2012. She
will compete for the title of
Miss USA this summer.
Anna Olswanger is an
author and literary agent
with Liza Dawson Associates in New York. Anna’s
newest book is Greenhorn,
an illustrated middle grade
rhodes.edu

novel based on a true story.
In Greenhorn, a young Holocaust survivor comes to
a Brooklyn yeshiva in the
1940s, where his obsessive
attachment to a mysterious
box excites the curiosity and
unkind attention of the other
boys. One of Anna’s clients is
Vince Vawter ’69, whose first
novel Paperboy, a coming-ofage story set in Memphis in
1959, was due out this spring
from Delacorte.

1977
Jim Watson and his wife of
25 years live in Kalispell, MT,
where they raise Tibetan yak
and bison. They ski all winter
and ride horses in the vast
mountains all summer. Jim
is the current president of the
International Yak Association
board of directors and is active with local land conservation projects as a volunteer
grant writer. He and his
brother Paul Watson ’82 are
farming their grandfather’s
plantation in the Mississippi
Delta.

1978
35th Reunion
Homecoming: Oct. 25-26

1979
Dr. Lee McCallum formed
MidSouth Family Medicine
practice in March. The practice is affiliated with Methodist Le Bonheur Healthcare
and is located in Germantown, TN.

“A High Brow Event” was a day filled with high art for the Atlanta Chapter of Rhodes College. Chapter members
gathered at the home of Bobbo Jetmundsen ’77 on Feb. 23, to listen to Rhodes Professor of Art David McCarthy
and Susan Crawley ’76, Curator of Folk Art at the High Museum of Art, and then toured two exhibitions, Frida
and Diego: Passion, Politics and Painting and Hard Truths: The Art of Thornton Dial. Dial, a Southern AfricanAmerican folk artist who creates art using found objects, inspired members of the Atlanta Chapter to create
their own art piece with a distinct Southwestern at Memphis/Rhodes fl avor. The colorful work of art now hangs
in the seating area near the entrance of the Catherine Burrow Refectory.

1981
Matt and Kelly Guyton
Frere are celebrating 26 years

of practice as elder law attorneys in the firm Guyton &
Frere. Matt was Tennessee’s
first certified EL attorney and
Kelly became certified soon
thereafter. Out of the 4,500+
members of the National
Academy of Elder Law attorneys, approximately 400
are certified and, of those, 74
are peer-inducted members
of the Council of Advanced
Practitioners. (Both Kelly
and Matt are CAP inductees.) In addition to private
practice, Kelly now teaches
elder law as a specialty course
at the University of Tennessee College of Law.
J.S. “Chris” Christie, Jr.

returned to campus in May
to speak to new members
of Phi Beta Kappa. Chris
rhodes.edu

was the second recipient of
the Peyton Nalle Rhodes
Phi Beta Kappa Prize. After
graduating from Rhodes and
completing his law degree
at Duke, Chris served in the
Peace Corps in Cameroon.
He now practices law in
Birmingham, AL.

1983
30th Reunion
Homecoming: Oct. 25-26
Reporter: Margot Emery
memery06@gmail.com
John Bock writes, “I’ve

been a faculty member at
Cal State Fullerton for the
last 13 years. In addition
to teaching and research
in my home department,
Anthropology, I am also
coordinator of our Evolutionary Anthropology program.
For the last six years I have
been chair of Environmental

Studies, an interdisciplinary
graduate program. For the
last three years I have also
been director of the Center
for Sustainability, which was
initially funded by the U.S.
Department of Education. I
am currently involved in a
research project in Botswana
where we are looking at the
effects of climate change on
water availability and health.
I was fortunate to have been
named Outstanding Professor at Cal State Fullerton last
year. My wife, Sara, is also
an Anthropology professor at
Cal State Fullerton, and we
have two kids, 14 and 10.”
Trish Spore reports that
“Life is good. Richard and
I are staying busy. I volunteer two days a week at the
Ronald McDonald House in
Memphis and deliver meals
on wheels on another day.
Our daughter, Caroline, is a
junior at Washington University in St. Louis. We have
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neurotic rescue dogs and
enjoy life out in the country.”
Todd Sharp has been working as a television producer/
writer for the last 14 years, on
such shows as The Bachelor,
The Biggest Loser, Celebrity Rehab, and over 20 others. Currently, he is a story
producer/writer on Swamp
People for The History Channel. Daughter Madeleine is
now in her first year of law
school at UC Irvine. And son
Aaron will be majoring in
film at a college somewhere
in Southern California this
fall. (Says Sharp, “While
both of my kids were accepted at Rhodes, try as I might,
I just couldn’t convince them
to leave California.”)
Dr. Mitch Baldree writes, “I
am not sure I have ever submitted anything to Rhodes
magazine since I graduated
nearly 30 years ago, but there
is always a first time. I have
been married to Marie Farrar
‘85 for 25½ years and we have
two children: Bruce (almost
19) is a freshman at Tulane
and Anna (15) is a freshman
in high school. We live on 10
acres in Chattanooga, TN,
and have dabbled from time
to time with a gentleman
farmer enterprise: raising
chickens (for eggs) and raising vegetables. Hawks and
our own dog many times
cause the demise of the
former while lack of time and
weeds promotes doom for
the latter. Planting trees is an
easier endeavor. Marie and I
oversaw the restoration of an
approximately 100-year-old
building for my dental office
in the (now hip) Southside District of downtown
Chattanooga 13 years ago.
She moved her orthodontic
practice into an unfinished
portion of that building more
than two years ago. It has
been great fun to watch the
downtown transformation of
Chattanooga and to be part
of it in some small way.”
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After graduation from
Rhodes, Tracey Lunt Dunham attended The Culinary
Institute of America in Hyde
Park, NY. “I came home
with a degree and a husband, Jeffrey Dunham. He
and I own and operate The
Grove Grill, a restaurant in
the Laurelwood Shopping
Center in Memphis. Drop on
by anytime, we’d love to see
y’all. Our daughter, Christine, is a second year medical
student at UT-Memphis and
is getting married in the fall.
Our son, Chip, is following
in our footsteps. He attends
the Culinary Institute of
America and will receive his
bachelors in culinary arts this
coming January.
News from Michael Fredman: “My son, David (19),
decided that he wanted to
serve our country, and he
decided that he wanted to
do it as a Marine. So, he set
his face toward the goal and
worked diligently for almost
a year to get into shape to
be eligible to enlist. He
graduated from boot camp
in March, and, of course, we
were very proud. Not just
of the accomplishment, but
of the excellent character he
has displayed throughout. In
April, he graduated from Marine combat training and is
now in military occupational
specialty school, where he
will train to be an electrical
equipment repair specialist.
Tinkering with technology—
right up his alley.”

1984
Reporter: Linda Odom
linda.odom@bryancave.com

Thanks to everyone who
sent in news, including you
who followed the continuing “theme” of turning 50 or
having a child at Rhodes! I
managed to get an email out
RHODES

to everyone on the Alumni
Department’s list, but sadly
got a number of bouncebacks. Please email me at
linda.odom@bryancave.
com with your current email
address if you missed it.
Emily Wolfe Leigh shared
that she is the assistant director of the Kentuck Art Center
(kentuck.org) located in
Northport, AL, near Tuscaloosa. It has artist studios, a
gallery shop, a community
clay co-op, and a courtyard
with a cob oven. It hosts a nationally recognized two-day
festival every October. She
also reports that her daughter
attended Rhodes in 2006
before transferring to the
Memphis College of Art and
then to the University of Alabama. She enjoyed seeing Van
Daly and his toddler last year
while in New York. Ruth Rye
reports that her son Colin
is finishing his first year at
Rhodes. He is active in his
father’s fraternity, Sigma Nu
(and is their recorder), and is
really enjoying himself. His
sister Vicky graduated from
Spring Hill College last
year. Now married and a
realtor like her mom, Vicky
restores houses with Ruth in
Mobile. Ruth plays tennis
and enjoys her rescue animals
and spending warm days at
the beach. Turning 50 was
not too traumatic for Ruth.
Tucker Dewey is still
practicing law in Memphis. While looking forward
to retirement, he enjoys
spending a lot of his time
with good friends and family. (Although he did not mention turning 50, my guess is
it may have influenced his
retirement thinking!)
Kevin Ferner, member of
the Class of 1984 at heart,
reports that after living in
more than a dozen states
and traveling to two dozen
countries, he came back to
Memphis to live because he
loves it the most and all his

best friends live here. Some of
them, including Tracy Vezina
Patterson, Steve Farrar, and
Lee Booth ’85, recently
gathered at Alex’s for some
reminiscing. Rocky treated
them to all the songs they
used to play over and over
on the jukebox (driving him
crazy) back in the day. Steve
was in Memphis to consult
on creative strategy for a
FedEx website redesign. The
group of seasoned alumni
was also joined by Steve’s
daughter, Anne ’13, who just
graduated from Rhodes as
an anthropology major with
a business minor. She was
inducted into Phi Beta Kappa
and was also selected for the
Teach for America program. She will begin training
this summer in Memphis.
(Steve is pretty sure that
Anne is the first legacy from
the Class of ’84 to graduate
from Rhodes. Marshall and
Missy Jordan Redmon’s ’82
son, Jordan, also graduated

this May, but “Farrar” comes
before “Redmon” alphabetically, so . . .)
John Hamilton writes that
he is still busy working at
St. John’s Episcopal Church,
Yonkers, founded in 1693
and whose colonial church
was built in 1754. In addition to his spiritual mission,
he is guiding a campaign
to raise funds to save some
very impressive stained-glass
windows. You can learn
more about the church
at stjohnsgs.org or the campaign at landmarksociety.
info (Any of you who have
perhaps navigated more
lucrative careers and could
spare some coin could contribute online if so moved!)
In his personal time, when
not serving the two cats
who allow him to live in the
house, he is enjoying spring
in the beautiful Hudson
Valley with friends, books,
movies, and naps.
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Heather Grills had her first
Jam outdoor Concert Series;
solo show at artCentral in
assisting guests in booking
Carthage, MO, during April
and implementing their own
special events and receptions; and May. She has a teaching
clay studio and gallery in
and working with the City
Joplin called Phoenix Fired
of Jackson on its Public Art
Initiative. If you are in down- Art.
town Jackson, check out the
painted traffic signal boxes!
That is our first public art
project, which continues with
the second phase that is hapMark West will be the 17th
pening now. On several cordean of the University of
ners along Highway 80 you
Michigan Law School beginwill see artists adding their
ning Sept. 1, 2013. He curunique style to those otherrently serves as associate dean
wise boring metal boxes! Alas, for academic affairs and the
working for an arts nonprofit
Nippon Life Professor of Law.
by day means I have a second A scholar whose research
job evenings and weekends
focuses on the Japanese legal
at The Fairview Inn. When
system, Mark is the author or
I’m not working, I’m either
co-author of five books.
practicing yoga or listening
to and playing music. I do
still play my piano every now
and again, but have been
focused on developing my
Reporter: Sara Hawks Marecki
guitar skills the last few years. saramarecki@sbcglobal.net
I am a year into a whole
Cindy Sullivan Davies
foods/plant-based lifestyle
lives in Brisbane, Austraand am having a blast learnlia, with husband, Glenn,
ing new recipes and cooking
and their two children. Her
mostly vegan dishes. Baking
husband is Australian
has been the challenge for me, and they met when he was
but so far I have mastered a
working in the U.S. more
chocolate chip cookie and
than 10 years ago. They’ve
vanilla cupcake that use no
been in Australia for eight
dairy or eggs. They are so
years. Cindy worked as a
yummy, you would never
litigation attorney but is
be able to tell! I thoroughly
now staying home full-time
enjoy spending time with my
with their kids. “Pay isn’t so
16-year-old daughter, and
good, but it is fun!”
following her performances
with her school’s theatre
program and the Mississippi
Girl Choir, as well as her own
guitar playing, creative writ20th Reunion
ing, and art. She has Rhodes
Homecoming: Oct. 25-26
on her radar as a possible
college choice, which makes
me extremely happy! She is
in the process of looking now,
so time will tell. I would love
for more members of our
Reporter: Judy Brown
class to report on what’s happening in their lives. Hope to judy.brown@borax.com
see many of you at our 25th
On May 15, 2012, Matt
Hardin and his wife, Janet,
this fall! Namaste.”

1989

The Memphis reception for accepted students was graciously hosted by
Drew and Melia Miller Murphy ’88, P’15 in their Germantown, TN home
on April 11. Accepted students and their families were joined by Rhodes
alumni, staff, students and current parents. Several Rhodes legacies
were welcomed into the Class of 2017. Pictured with their parents are
(front row, l-r) Will Murphy ’15; Rashad Reisman ’17; Anne Mathes ’76,
P’17; Jill Johnson Piper ’80, P’17; (second row, l-r) Drew Murphy P’15;
Melia Miller Murphy ’88, P’15; Ray Morrison P’15, P’17; Jack Morrison ’17;
Kate Morrison ’15; Lisa Morrison P’15, P’17; Kenneth Piper ’17; Fred Piper
’80, P’17; Joel Reisman P’17.

Dr. Bita Esmaeli sent
some pictures of her and
her son for our Facebook
page. Brett is graduating this
year and heading off to college. We recently engaged in
some major calendar checking and, unless a medical
conference overlaps, Bita is
going to join me for an allout, hard-core reunion weekend in 2014. Save the date for
Oct. 10 and 11, 2014!
For the next issue, let’s
add some social media to the
mix. Please recommend your
favorite YouTube video, Facebook page, Twitter person
to follow, or whatever you
like to do on your favorite
mobile device. This time, it’s
Pat’s Pizza with lots of Elvis
sprinkled in. It’s long, but it’s
great. Enjoy! youtube.com/
watch?v=eNshppc4DoA.

1986

Jim Hever was recently
honored with induction into

rhodes.edu

the Dallas Jesuit HS Blue
and Gold Jesuit Sports Hall
of Fame Class of 2013. Jim
was an All College Athletic
Conference and All-American placekicker for the
Lynx and was drafted by the
Memphis Showboats of the
USFL. In addition, Jim is a
2005 member of the Rhodes
Athletic Hall of Fame.

1988

25th Reunion
Homecoming: Oct. 25-26
Reporter: Brooke Glover Emery
brookegemery@gmail.com
Tammy Golden reports: “I

am working as Special Events
Manager for the Greater
Jackson Arts Council in
Jackson, MS, doing several
jobs under that title, including promoting new and
emerging artists with exhibits
in our gallery space; creating and implementing free
cultural events for the city,
including our High Note

1992

1993

1994
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welcomed their first child,
Henry.

1995
Reporter: Sarah Sears
sarahsears@live.com
Amy Gibson Baldwin’s

new executive director in
April. Cuellar, who is a member of the Rhodes Alumni
Board, previously worked at
Oncor, a Texas-based electric
utility supplier, where she
managed public relations,
employee communications,
and social media.

1998

fifth title was published by
Pearson Education January
2013. The book, The College
Experience Compact Edition,
15th Reunion
was co-authored with Dr.
Homecoming: Oct. 25-26
Brian Tietje, vice provost for
Reporter: Amanda Grebe
international, graduate, and
Tamburrino
extended education at Cal
tamburrino@rhodes.edu
Poly State University. Amy
Frank O’Connor writes
still teaches writing, literature,
that
he and his wife recently
and student success courses at
celebrated their eighth anPulaski Technical College in
North Little Rock, AR. In ad- niversary. “We have twin
dition to teaching and writing, boys: Henry and Aleksander
she also speaks at colleges and “Lex” (3). I’ve been in several
Rhodes weddings. Bobby
conferences across the nation
Wheaton ’99 and I see each
on topics such as the first-year
experience. Amy lives in Little other a lot. I try and stay in
touch with as many RhoRock with her husband, Kyle,
dents
as I can. Drop me an
and their two children, Emily
email or call if you live in or
(14) and Will (11). Emily has
are coming through Atlanta.”
informed her mother that she
wants to attend Rhodes, too.
Julia Carruth Hosea graduated December 2012 with
a master of arts in teaching
from Christian Brothers
Reporter: Leigh Powell
University.
Mayfield
When religious studies
powla99@gmail.com
major Emelie Simms Mies ran
Ashley Browning Pfiester
a 5K race on the University
and her husband welcomed
of Illinois campus in March,
their son Charles Samuel on
she reports she was surprised
Nov. 26, 2012. Ashley writes,
to see someone wearing a
“Life couldn’t be better with
Rhodes sweatshirt cross the
Charlie!”
finish line. Her fellow alum
Mary Allison Beasley Cates
was none other than Jay
has been operating Sew
Jordon, an ’07 history major,
Memphis, a modern fabric
who attends graduate school
shop and sewing classroom,
at the university.
for a little over a year. She is
enjoying life as a shop owner.
Jessica Hoffman received
American Home Shield’s
2012 Corporate Associate
of the Year Award for the
Reporter: Jennifer Larson
corporate associate who has
larson_jennifer@yahoo.com
made the most outstandThe Dallas Arts District
ing overall contribution to
AHS based on performance,
named Catherine Cuellar its

1999

1996
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customer service, attitude,
leadership, promptness/speed,
professionalism, and setting
and achieving high standards
where they are involved.
It’s been an adventurous
year for Jeremy Kelton. He
writes, “This year I have
killed the big four of Central
America, caught the grand
slam of the Caribbean, and
surfed Mavericks.”
Heather and Walker May
welcomed fraternal twin
girls Olivia Jane (Livi) and
Mary Campbell (Campbell)
on Nov. 21, 2012. Walker
says the girls are healthy and
growing quickly.
Matt Willis and his wife
welcomed their first child,
Hadley Caroline, on Nov. 14,
2012.
Tip Tucker Kendall and
Seth Kendall announced the
birth of their son, Isaac Giles
Kendall, on Feb. 3, 2012, in
Decatur, GA.

2000

Reporter: Nicki North Baxley
nickinp@gmail.com
Jay Eckles is now the direc-

tor of enterprise systems and
web services at Franklin &
Marshall College, a liberal
arts college in Lancaster, PA.

2001
Reporter: Elisabeth Meyers
Yoder
elisabethyoder@gmail.com
Dustin Burrows, a corpo-

rate defense attorney, has
been named to the 2013
Texas Rising Stars list of the
state’s outstanding young
attorneys. He is a partner in
McCleskey, Harriger, Brazill
& Graf LLP, located in
Lubbock, TX. He graduated
with a B.A. in economics and
business administration.
Sue Cook recently opened

a sliding scale acupuncture
practice, Practical Magic, in
Chicago. She is excited to be
offering accessible alternatives to our health-care
system.
Jennifer Durovchic has
been in Atlanta for over seven
years now and in January
started her sixth year as the
English as a Second Language Department Chair
at Interactive College of
Technology. She just returned
from a five-week business trip
to Houston, TX, where she
hired and trained new management for a branch campus.
She is missing the great shopping and restaurants Houston
has to offer.
Walker Grady Hays, son
of Anna Teekell Hays and
Shannon Hays, was born
on March 13, 2013, at
13:31. His parents think
all those 13s must be
lucky. They live in Cumberland Gap, TN, where their
house borders a National
Park. It’s a dry county, but
they have a moonshine festival in June.
Sophie Boutemy de
Guislan Lowrance says, “We

are happy to announce our
newest arrival, Clara Bridget,
born March 21. She was 6
pounds, 7 ounces, and big
sisters Eloise (almost 4) and
Josephine (almost 2) are
thrilled with their new baby
sister!”
Emily Bays Nayar and her
husband, Renish, of Edmond,
OK, would like to announce
the birth of Rosabel Mae on
Nov. 28, 2012. Rosie loves
tummy time, throwing up on
everything and everyone, and
especially loves her big sister,
Freya, 3. Andrew Sullivan
won a Vox Award, his second,
from the Public Relations
Society of America-Memphis
Chapter for producing Le
Bonheur Children’s Hospital’s 2012 video Christmas
card “In The Wink of An
Eye.”
rhodes.edu

Sarah Stepp and Scott
Boone were married on Dec.
1, 2012, at The Portland
Club in Portland, ME. The
couple reside in Scarborough,
ME, where Sarah works as an
analyst for Cate Street Capital and Scott is an electrical
engineer with Woodard &
Curran.
Ryan and Leanne Paris
Wade were blessed with the
birth of their son, Colton
Jameson Wade, on Dec. 26,
2012. Big sister Avery, who
turned 3 in February, is very
proud and mommy’s best
helper.
Amy Dundas Matheson says,
“We are excited to announce
the birth of our son, Connor
William Chase Matheson, on
Nov. 22, 2012, in Toronto.
Big sister Hailee, who is now
5, is thrilled with her little
brother and has been a great
little helper. Everyone is doing well.”
Dawnanna Davis Kreeger

has been living and working
in the United Kingdom for
nearly 12 years. She and her
husband, Matthew Nicolas
Kreeger, moved to his hometown of Cambridge five years
ago, where Dawnanna works
for a local university. “2012
was a momentous year for us.
Matthew and I celebrated our
10th wedding anniversary
in September and the birth
of our first child, Nicolas
Frederick Barksdale Kreeger,
in November.”

2002
Reporter: Shannon Cian
shannoncian@gmail.com
Meghan Bromert is living

in the fantastically fun city
of Denver, CO. She moved
there last June to work in
Brand Marketing as a Nike
EKIN (Nike spelled backwards ;-). When she’s not
working, she enjoys the great
outdoors by skiing doing trirhodes.edu

Jennifer Moore Wood ‘01, James Underwood ‘01, Michael Garibaldi ‘01, David Lightburn ‘01, Teresa Bell ‘07,
Jenny Phillips ’09, Lindsay Joe ‘07, Laura Ann Meyers Daly ‘07, Joey Daly ‘07, Meredith Lee ‘07, Bonnie Brewer
‘07, Ross Armstrong ‘01, Colleen Armstrong Portnoy ’08, Madoline Markham ’08
The first Paul Meyers Memorial Golf Tournament was held in Birmingham, AL, on April 6 in memory of Paul Meyers
’01 who died in 2012. Organized by his sisters Laura Ann Meyers Daly ’07, Margie Meyers Davidson, and Julia
Meyers, and his mother Mrs. Greg Meyers, the soldout event included night golf, a silent auction, Saw’s BBQ, and
a band party. It raised over $18,000 for the Paul Meyers Medical Mission to Haiti. Planning for the second annual
tournament is under way.

athlons and yoga. Highlights
of the new job range from
giving a product training
session in Spanish in Puerto
Rico to attending nearly
every major sporting event.
This includes the Super Bowl,
which allowed her to visit
with fellow alumni Shannon
Cian, Jack Leslie ‘04 and
little Vivian. Life is good!
Amanda Fisher Moore,
her husband Will, and big
brother Griffin (Fin) welcomed Fisher Daniel Moore
on Aug. 2, 2012. They have
frequent play dates with Jill
Doshier Meyer, Christina Randall Vlosich, and Mary Reid
Tevis ’99. The Moores are
still living in Dallas, where
Mandy does criminal defense
part-time.

2003
10th Reunion
Homecoming: Oct. 25-26
Lindsay Levine Rouse
lindsayrouse@gmail.com

2004

Reporter: Kyle Russ
ckyleruss@yahoo.com

First, apologies for the last
round—I missed the deadline and this shan’t happen
again. But let’s get to it.
Katherine Whitfield won
the Gold Award in the video
writing category from the
Public Relations Society of
America-Memphis Chapter
for crafting the script for
LeBonheur Children’s Hospital’s 2012 video Christmas

card “In The Wink of An
Eye.”
Marcus Cox writes that
things in Texas are going really well. He and his
wife, Kari, shot a movie last
winter and they are about 35
minutes into the rough cut.
It should be done and on the
festival circuit by this fall.
The couple celebrated their
seven-year anniversary and
their TV show, Homeland
Nation, is in front of History
and Discovery Channel . . .
so fingers crossed!
Marcus’ four-year roommate, Mike Roach, chimes
in that he is now teaching
Advanced Dungeon and
Dragons Strategy at UT in
Murpheesboro. In any event,
Mike said he “really enjoys
teaching these old codgers
how to cast a level 6 enchantment spell. Just seeing their
faces, albeit in dismay, is truly rewarding.” And I spoke
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with Mike’s wife, Stephanie
Oaks ’02, about this extracurricular activity and, while she
didn’t seemed thrilled about
it, she says, “Look ckyle, in a
marriage you gotta pick your
battles, and this one ain’t
worth fighting.”
John Cook moved to
Romania and has released his
third album. His self-titled
John Cook: I Just Want to Live
has dazzled Romanian audiences and sold over 5,000
records, which I understand
is fabulous numbers by
Romanian standards. Nice
work, John!
And on the John front,
John Gordon is now in Iowa
as a Certified Public Accountant, where he specializes in
corporate agriculture and
auditing seed distributors’
books. I don’t get it, nor did
I think this was his life’s
passion, but after catching
up with him the other day
on Skype, John seems to love
it out there and says, “The
people are great and business
is really growing.” John was
always a word wizard and
great with puns. Very funny,
John, and keep your pencils
clean.
Matt Hoffberg, Gordo’s
best pal from Glassell, is still
in Atlanta and livin’ large. I
can speak with authority
on this as I recently visited
and let me tell you, we had
fun. And Hoffy wouldn’t
let a Rhodes magazine pass
without an update on his son,
Herschel. He says all is well
with the little guy and he’s
looking forward to sleepover
camp this summer.
Matt Wegmann got married
March 2012 in Gibraltar to
Amy Michelle Smith. The
couple honeymooned in
Spain, Morocco, and France
(Paris). On April 5, 2013,
they welcomed a daughter,
Marlowe (Barbara Marlowe)
Wegmann. Baby Wegmann
is doing well and is sure to
become fast friends with
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Hoffberg’s son, Hershel.
Palmer Snodgrass just got
back from another ninemonth overseas deployment
(that was number three in the
last four years in case you’re
counting).
On the doctor front, Kyle
Gehres reports that he’s currently doing a family medicine residency in Florence,
SC. Also, Leslie Patterson
Kirk and her husband,
Harrison, welcomed their
first child to the world in December—Calhoun Patterson
Kirk. Great news, guys!
Speaking of babies, Elisa
Duval Davis and her husband, Jonathan, welcomed
their daughter Clare Olivia
Davis on Sept. 24, 2012. Lori
Shaefer and her husband,
Paul, had a sweet, healthy,
happy baby girl (Ellori
Ann Schaefer) on Oct. 31,
2012. Great birthday—it’s
mine as well! Also, Emily
(Kingswell-Smith) Day and
her husband, Mike, had their
first baby April 9—Robert
Michael Day III. In case
you’re counting, that’s two
kids and two Great Danes
in the Davis household. I
don’t know how she does it.
Also on April 9, Claire Rouse
and her husband, Patrick,
welcomed their son, John
Preston Rouse, into the
world. “We are so in love
and having a lot of fun with
our little angel!” And Ashley
Robinson reports that she and
her husband, Paul, welcomed
their second child, Charlotte
Joyce, in April.
Sezen Oygar made her television debut as a local legal
analyst on San Diego’s UT
TV and Fox 5 News. She’s
also appeared on Geraldo at
Large on National Fox News.
Watch out Veronica Corningstone. Just sayin’.
Jenifer Hendrix has great
news to share. She’s officially
married. The list of Rhodents at the wedding is too
long to list here, but from
RHODES

what I understand, it was an
epic night.
Ashley Kutz, too, has
some news to share: She
got married on March 2 to
Matthew Kelley in historical
Charleston, SC. Rhodes folks
in attendance were: Whitney

Garman, Natalie DuMont
Pounds, Katie Walsh, Julie
Clary, Katie Maxwell, Jenny
Dill, Amber Shaw, Catherine
Harris Hughes and Drew
Hughes (Catherine’s husband,

who was a couple years ahead
of us). They traveled to Chile
for a honeymoon, stopping
in Santiago, Valparaiso, and
Casablanca Valley.
And wedding bells for
Lloyd Paul and Leah Coffman (now Paul) as well. They
got married last October in
Oakland, CA, and a bunch
of Rhodes folks were in
attendance. Those there, in
no particular order, with
graduation year if they’re
not from our class: Mark

Erskine ‘03, Diana Comes
‘08, David Philips ‘02, Chase
Couch, Sam Thompson ‘03,
Duncan Howell ‘03, Sean
Walton ‘03, Kelley Van Dyck
Murphy ‘03, Jessie Flanders,
Susan Ratcliff Corbyn, Caitie
Knoepp, Greg Matthews ‘03,
Zack Glaser, Matt Helland ‘02,
Allana Helland ‘02, Patrick
Parish, Leslie Isaacman, and
Lindsay Moody. In November

Leah finished graduate school
and is now a nurse anesthetist. In December they left
the Bay Area, moved back to
Memphis, and are living in
Cooper-Young. Leah’s working for Metropolitan Anesthesia Alliance and Lloyd is
working for LRK Architects.
And what would this be
without an update from
Daniel Head. He spent New
Year’s Eve on the Maryland
shore with Kathlene Caldwell
Fox-Davies, Chelsea Stevens,
and Whitney Garman, where
they celebrated as Clue
characters and took the polar
bear plunge. Ole Danny Boy

also took a trip to Ireland to
celebrate his dad’s (James
Head ‘65) 70th birthday.
Daniel also started a new job
in D.C. with IRG/Engility
leading international business development for their
Environment and Natural
Resources group.
As for yours truly, C. Kyle
Russ, I’m headed to the
dry cleaners to pick up my
penguin suit for tomorrow’s
White House Correspondents
Dinner. Yeah, I’m going. Sitting at a table with Jay Z and
Maureen Dowd. This will be
interesting . . .
Thanks for all the reports.
Take care, -ckyle

2005
Reporters: Brandon Couillard
brandon.couillard@gmail.com
Molly Fitzpatrick
mhfitz11@hotmail.com

After spending four years
representing victims of
domestic violence at Legal
Services Alabama, Kelly
Forehand McTear recently
transitioned to a new role as
a Visiting Professor of Law
& Family Violence Clinic
Director at Faulkner University’s Jones School of Law.
Katie Jameson is hard at
work finding the cure for
cancer. She recently had a
manuscript published in the
premier journal for biomedical research, Nature Medicine.
The article demonstrated a
novel compound capable of
almost doubling the lifespan
of pancreatic-tumor bearing
mice. While doing a postdoc
at Vanderbilt, Katie is also
working with Stanford to license her patent for this novel
compound.
Emily Furlow White and her
husband, Michael, welcomed
a daughter—Elizabeth “Ellie” Marie—on March 21,
2013. Emily will be finishrhodes.edu

ing her residency in Internal
Medicine at the University
of Kentucky this summer
and Michael is practicing
Hematology/Oncology in the
Lexington area. The White
family will be looking forward to watching Kentucky
basketball NEXT year! (Reporter’s note: Go CARDS!)
Jodi Little and William
F. Brannen III met during
her residency in Savannah,
GA, and were married on Jan.
19, 2013, in her hometown
of Austin, TX, overlooking
Lake Travis and a beautiful
sunset. In attendance were
Courtney Collins and Courtney Frye. Jodi and William
are spending their last few
months in Savannah, after
which she will join a private
OB/GYN practice in Port
Arthur, TX. She can’t wait
to get back to the Lone Star
State and, more importantly,
to share it with the love of
her life.
Danny Heine married
Poneh Davoodi on March
16, 2013, at the Biltmore
in Atlanta, GA. Fellow
Rhodes alumni in attendance
included Jordan and Krista
Wood ‘05, Chase Mathis ’05,
Ken Bode ’05, Michael Phillips ‘04, Jonathan Nelson ‘05,
Matt Beckmann ‘05, Justin
Sampson ‘05, Will Rives ‘05,
Chase Couch ‘04, and Professor Michael LaRosa.
Brandon Couillard was

recently promoted to Senior
Analyst in the equity research
department at Jefferies, an
investment bank in New
York City, where he heads
up coverage of the Dental,
Diagnostics and Life Science
Tools sectors of the healthcare industry.

2006

Reporter: Caroline King Willson
Caroline.king.Willson@gmail.com
Jake Cremer was appointed
rhodes.edu

to the board of governors
Last summer, Stephen
of Connect Florida, LeaderAsh finished an M.S. in
ship Florida’s program for
Computer Science from the
young professionals. He also
University of Memphis and
co-authored an amicus brief
is now continuing on for
to the U.S. Supreme Court
his Ph.D. He is currently
in support of private property the engineering team lead of
rights.
an R&D team for ARGO
Adam Wilkinson graduData Resource in Memphis.
ated from the Georgia State
ARGO has hired Computer
University College of Law in
Science graduates from the
2013. While in law school
past three graduating classes
he was on Law Review as an
at Rhodes! Also, Stephen
associate editor.
just bought a new house in
Ellen Whitten received a
Midtown Memphis.
promotion to CommunicaOn Feb. 22, 2013, Eli ‘04
tions & Grants Development
and Molly Williams Logan
Officer at MIFA (Metropoliwelcomed their second child,
tan Inter-Faith Association.)
Walter “Walt” Williams LoCaroline and Billy Willson
gan, into the world. Big sister
welcomed their new baby
Penelope, Eli, and Molly are
boy, Charles Barrett Willson, all very much in love with
on Feb. 1, 2013. Charlie,
him.
Rhodes class of 2035, is
Jessica Graham married
lucky to have two 2006 grads, Joshua LaFleur on Dec. 21,
Shelby Patterson and DJ
2012. Members of the wedBentley, as godparents. Billy
ding party included Lydia
was promoted to Corporate
Vincent Hathorn, Colleen
Trainer and Recruiter and
Forsyth, and Laura Ann Meyhas designed and impleers Daly ‘07. In attendance
mented a new recruitment
were Chris Hathorn ‘05, Joey
and training program for his
Daly ‘07, and Scott Macmurdo
company, Paladin Freight
‘07. Jessica and Josh are hapSolutions. Caroline continues pily married and now living
to work as College Counselor in Lafayette, LA. Jessica is
at Hutchison School.
working as a home health
Jenny Rogers left her job
physical therapist.
as a gossip columnist for
Sean and Taylor Cook
an editing position at an
Lowry welcomed their first
alt-weekly. She is now the
baby, a boy—Owen Michael
assistant managing editor at
Lowry—Nov. 9, 2012. They
Washington City Paper.
couldn’t be happier!
Joey Garrison is a reporter
Jen Andrews was recently
for The Tennessean newspaper named in the Memphis
in Nashville, covering Metro
Flyer’s “Top 20 under 30” for
politics and government.
her work at Shelby Farms
Haley Fults has taken a
Park Conservancy—a nonnew job as a Project Manprofit she helped create. Jen is
ager at Management Systems
director of development and
International, a USAID
communications for SFPC,
consulting firm in D.C., after which manages and operates
Shelby Farms Park and the
several years with World ViShelby Farms Greenline.
sion. Though the MSI main
Ashley Mitchem Dillingham
offices are on houseboats at
is happy to announce that
the Southwest Waterfront,
she and her husband, Rob,
she enjoys being in her own
had a baby girl, Vera Leiss
office, across the street on
Dillingham, on Nov. 21,
dry land. Haley loves being
2012. She amazes them every
in D.C. and enjoys its four
day!
distinct seasons.

Rachel Boulden had a
daughter, Sarah Catherine
Garland, in November. Rachel manages Cafe Eclectic
around the corner from
Rhodes with her family and
they opened their third location by the U of M in April!
Sadie Marie Truckner was
born to Chris ‘08 and Meriwether Wofford Truckner on
March 28, 2013, in Memphis.
She weighed 6 pounds, 15
ounces and was 19 inches
long.
John Moses is happily
nearing the conclusion of his
PhD program in New York
City. In addition to this, he
oversees all Teaching Assistants in the undergraduate
Psychology department of
CCNY. Following graduation, John looks forward to
moving back down to Texas
to join Angela Kornman in
Fort Worth, where she serves
as the Director of College
Advising at All Saints’ Episcopal School. In the coming
school year, Angela will be
traveling with students to
Australia and Japan, and will
be attending professional
development opportunities
in Canada, Scotland, Ireland,
England, and across the U.S.
Emily Davis Olson is
finishing up her third year
of teaching middle school
math for Cesar Chavez
Public Charter Schools in
D.C. Emily has recently
accepted a new job teaching
upper school math at the
Capitol Hill Day School. She
is very excited about this new
opportunity! She has also
stayed busy with professional
development/coaching jobs
with Teach for America and
The New Teacher Project,
and is loving being a part of
the movement to close the
achievement gap in D.C. In
what little spare time she has,
Emily is training for another
triathlon and enjoying the
beautiful cherry blossom
season in D.C.
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CLASS NOTES

2007
Reporter: Mollie Briskman
Montelaro
mollie.montelaro@gmail.com
In June, Daniel Lombardo
and Megan Norman-Lombardo

Curry O’Day ’08 and wife, Jen Hunt, traveled to India for six months in October 2012. Among their many
experiences there, they washed an elephant. Curry reports, “That elephant was really happy to be bathed by us.
She especially liked it behind the ears. I also scrubbed the bottom of her feet, which are amazingly fl at, and
her huge toenails.” Clearly, Jen got in on the action, as well!

Chelsea Ashworth is now
a licensed Tennessee lawyer
and she is currently working
for Justice William C. Koch
Jr. at the Tennessee Supreme
Court.
DJ Bentley found his way
back to Austin, TX, and is
currently a corporate trainer
for Apple. He bought a house
last fall to accommodate his
1-year-old, 80 pound (!!!)
lab. He is engaged and set to
be married in June, and is
looking forward to seeing his
Rhodent buddies in Austin.
After graduation from
Rhodes, Matin Ghafuri
continued his education at
The University of Tennessee
Health Science Center. He
graduated in 2011 with his
Doctor of Pharmacy degree,
or PharmD. He reports, “I
bought a new car, sold everything in Memphis, packed
my clothes in my car, and
drove to Phoenix the summer
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of 2011 for work. I am now
an Executive Pharmacist
with Target. Bought a house
in August 2012 in North
Scottsdale, AZ. I’m learning to speak Dutch! Hiking,
biking, and, my favorite, The
Spartan Race! Not married
yet, but close.”
Ashley Carver recently
moved back to Memphis (after six years in Washington,
D.C.) and accepted a new job.
Ashley is the new director of
the Morton Museum of Collierville History.
Rory Faver ’07 and Katie
Yendle Faver married in 2009
and are currently living in
Houston, TX. Katie works as
a speech language pathologist
in elementary schools. They
welcomed their daughter
Elizabeth Grace Faver on
March 12, 2013. She was
7 pounds, 5 ounces and 20
inches long.

RHODES

Leigh Bonner completed
the Master of Divinity program at Vanderbilt Divinity
School in May 2012. Just
after graduation, she began
working as the job coach at
Nations Ministry Center, a
Presbyterian nonprofit in
Nashville, TN, dedicated
to helping refugees achieve
genuine self-sufficiency. She
is a candidate for ministry,
certified ready for ordination,
pending a call, in the Presbyterian Church (USA) and is
currently seeking ordination
to her job as an approved
ministry. Meanwhile, she
continues preaching at
Presbyterian and Methodist
churches in Nashville and in
Memphis.

moved to Denver after Dan
matched at the University
of Colorado for his family
medicine residency. Megan
is teaching piano full time,
both in her private studio
and in schools around the
Denver area.
Eden Badgett wrote in to
let us know that “there is big
news on the Badgett front. I
just moved to Edwards, CO,
to start work with Bravo! Vail,
a classical summer music festival in the Vail Valley of the
Rocky Mountains. It’s a yearround position, so I’m having
to learn how to live at 8,000
feet (and how to snowshoe,
because the thaw doesn’t
happen here until late April,
apparently). This is, I’m
happy to say, the Dream Job,
so I’m absolutely thrilled—in
spite of the single-digit temps
we’re having right now.”
Mary Austin Mays Smith is
a third-year dental student
at the University of Tennessee College of Dentistry.
She developed a non-profit
organization called Memphis
Dental Outreach, Inc., with
the mission of implementing
“oral health education awareness for underserved children
in the greater Memphis area.”
Mary Austin also received
the Health Care Challenge
award at UT and is implementing the Health Care
Challenge program with
MIFA and UT students.
Quick update on Amie
Cahill’s life, post-Rhodes: She
matched into the University of Tennessee College of
Medicine Pediatrics Residency Program in Memphis.
rhodes.edu

Lauren Bartling moved
from Atlanta to Chattanooga
and has started a new job
as an Acute Care Pediatric
Nurse Practitioner in the
Pediatric Emergency Department at Erlanger Children’s
Hospital.
And last but not least, John
Garner was recently hired as
a wine representative with
Athens Distributing.

2008
Fifth Reunion
Homecoming: Oct. 25-26
Reporter: Madoline Markham
madolinemarkham@gmail.com
Brice and Sarah Hampton
Portera Cambas moved to

Galveston, TX, where Brice
has taken a job as a senior
consultant at Metric Engineering, an engineering consulting firm headquartered in
Miami. He notes that you
can check out metriceng.com
to get a sense of the work
they do.
Kathryn Selby started
working in business development for LR. Paris in New
York City in February. The
corporate gifting company’s
clients include Harry Winston, Barack and Michelle
Obama, and several Fortune
500 companies.
After more than 200 field
days in the Arctic Ocean
and five years of hard work
at the University of AlaskaFairbanks, Jessica Cross
is scheduled to defend her
PhD dissertation in chemical oceanography in September. Thereafter, she is excited
to pursue a postdoctoral
research science position at
the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) Pacific Marine Environmental Lab in Seattle.
Lauren Dagley Coy and
her husband Scott will be
moving across the pond July 1.
rhodes.edu

Lauren has been hired to start Award for Moot Court Board.
a Corporate Energy Research
Colleen Bookter graduated
Team for Gerson Lehrman
from Duke Divinity School
Group in London. “Scott and
of Duke University in May
I have loved living in Austin,
with a masters of divinity.
especially since so many of
Reporter: Grace Weil
She has been approved for
our Rhodes friends are now
commissioning in the United gracem.weil@gmail.com
here, but are excited about
A paper by Katy Johnson
Methodist Church and will
this new adventure,” Lauren
was accepted for the Early
begin serving a church in
writes. “We promise to not
Modern Colloquium’s “VioLouisiana this summer.
develop faux British accents
lence in the Early Modern
Aubrey Diaz Nelson and
or become obnoxious while
Period”
interdisciplinary
Lars Nelson ’09 report the
living there. All are welcome
conference
at the University
birth of their son, Henry
to visit!”
of Michigan, Feb. 15 and 16,
Donald Nelson. “Henry
Ambreen Mardhani com2013. Her presentation dewas born on March 28
pleted medical school and
rived from a final project she
at 6:28 pm at Methodist
will be starting residency at
wrote for Professor Jennifer
Germantown hospital and
the University of Alabama in
Brady’s senior seminar on
Tuscaloosa this summer.
clocked in at 9 pounds, 22
Renaissance playwright John
Arian Moshref graduinches. He had a full head
Fletcher.
ated from medical school
of hair—naturally—and
at Philadelphia College of
when he had his footprints
Osteopathic Medicine in
taken, they wouldn’t even fit
May with the degree of Docin the space provided! Henry
tor of Osteopathic Medicine
is happy and healthy, still
Regan Humphrey’s honors
(DO). He will start residency
gaining weight like a champ,
research in psychology at
in internal medicine this July
and Lars and I are overjoyed
Rhodes will be published in
at Camden Clark Medical
to
have
him
with
us.
We’re
the Journal of Educational
Center in Parkersburg, WV.
learning
a
lot
really
fast
and
Research.
Her work, titled
Dan Wright has started a
“I’m Gonna Tell You About It:
excited for the chance for
new job as a financial analyst
Authorial Voice and Coneveryone to meet him soon!
at STG Partners in Atlanta,
ventional Skills in Writing
We
so
appreciate
all
of
the
and has joined Art Rollins ‘81
Assessment
and Educational
love
and
support
the
team
and Josh Solomon ‘00 at the
Practice,” focuses on the relahas given to our family!”
firm.
tionship of children’s writing
John Hurd married Sabrina
skills and their academic
R. Lockard on March 16,
performance.
Regan is a
and they have moved to
research assistant at VanderBad Windsheim, Germany,
bilt University where she is
where he is stationed with the
enrolled
in its special educaJim Kingman writes:
3-159th Attack Reconnaistion
graduate
program.
“After three very cold years,
sance Battalion.
Carolyn Drobak will be goAmy DeLong is celebrating
I graduated from Harvard
ing to Florida State Univerfive years of living and workLaw School in May 2012 and
sity to work towards a PhD
ing in Washington, D.C. She
moved back home to Texas. I
in
mathematics. Her concencurrently works as a reference
was admitted to the State Bar
tration will be in the field of
archivist for Special Access
of Texas in November 2012.
biomathematics.
Collections at the National
Now I am working as an
Archives and competes in 5K,
assistant district attorney in
Look for the camera
10K, and half-marathon runCorsicana, the town I grew up
icon for images available in
ning events in the D.C. area.
in. I’m getting extensive trial
Lasting Lynx. Haven’t
Renee DeArmond and
experience and love doing
signed up yet? Log in at
Gordon Conaway married on
public service legal work. In
alumni.rhodes.edu
March 2 in Sarasota, FL.
August, I will move to Austin
Kelsey Jarrett graduated
to clerk for Presiding Judge
with her JD from Tulane
Sharon
Keller of the Texas
University Law School in
Court
of
Criminal Appeals.”
May and received Order of
the Barristers and the Steve
Singer Distinguished Service

2011

2012

2009
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IN MEMORIAM
’34 Alice Cohill Marquez,
of Clear Spring, MD, April
5, 2013. She completed postgraduate work at Towson
University and The Johns
Hopkins University and later
earned a Master of Arts in
education from the University of Maryland in 1948. She
taught elementary school in
Hawaii and Maryland. During World War II, she was
a volunteer driver with the
American Red Cross Motor
Corps. She taught English
and helped direct dramatic
productions at Bethesda
Chevy Chase High School in
Montgomery County, MD,
until her retirement in 1970.
Mrs. Marquez was a lifelong
member of Saint Michael’s
Roman Catholic Church.
’40 William Sherman Craddock of Memphis, Feb. 27,

2013. He was born Oct. 24,
1918, in Savannah, GA, to
Margaret Sherman and William S. Craddock. After
moving to Memphis when he
was 5, he attended Madison
Heights Grammar School,
Bellevue Jr. High, and Central High. He enrolled in
Southwestern at Memphis,
now known as Rhodes College. He was fascinated with
flying and took lessons while
still in high school. This led
him to join the Air Force
in the early years of World
War II. He was decorated
with the Distinguished Flying Cross, Air Medal with
seven Oak Leaf Clusters, and
the Presidential Unit Citation. He held the rank of Lt.
Colonel and commanded the
516th TC Gp and trained
the 82nd and 101st Airborne
Divisions for the Inchon
Drop in Korea. He served as
chairman of the Air Service
Commission, City of Memphis; president of Future
Memphis; president of Rotary Club; president of Metro
Board, YMCA; director of
Insurers of Memphis; director of United Way, Chamber
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of Commerce; chairman of
Board of Trustees, Presbyterian Day School; chairman of
Board of Trustees, Christian
Psychological Center; chairman of Chancellor’s Round
Table, University of Tennessee; and a member of Board
of Trustees and the Red and
Black Society, Rhodes College. He was active in Second
Presbyterian Church, serving as an elder and former
president of the Church Corporation. He was recipient
of the Business, Community
Service Award, 1988 (Rotary)
and runner up Senior Citizen
of the year, Memphis, 1990.
He was chairman of the
board, The Craddock Companies, and a former Captain
for Delta Airlines. He was
a member of The Memphis
Country Club and a former
member of the University
Club. Always an athlete and
aficionado of exercise, he
was a former City Handball
Champion, enjoyed golf, tennis, hunting, fishing, swimming, and the beach. He was
preceded in death in 1985 by
his wife of 51 years, Jeanne
Walker. He is survived by his
wife of 16 years, Pat Hoelscher Holliday. He leaves two
children, including William
S. Craddock, Jr. ’71, five stepchildren, five grandchildren,
and 13 step-grandchildren
and 12 great grandchildren.
He also leaves his sister, Ladye Margaret Arnold.
’42 John Lucius Iles Jr. of
Shreveport, LA, Jan. 16,
2013. A veteran of World
War II, he served as a lieutenant in the U.S. Navy. He was
a Motor Torpedo Boat (PT
boat) commander and saw
action in the South Pacific,
European, and American
theaters. As captain of PT
105 in the Solomon Islands,
he happened to room with
another young Naval officer,
John F. Kennedy. During
this time in the Navy he also
enjoyed a brief movie career,
RHODES

commanding a PT boat for
the John Wayne film They
Were Expendable. After the
war, he served as the North
Louisiana sales engineer, as
well as vice president, for
Louisiana Metal Culvert Co.
of Baton Rouge, for 35 years.
He also served as vice president and secretary-treasurer
of Waskey Bridges, and vice
president of All States Trucking Co. of Baton Rouge. A
devoted member of St. Joseph Catholic Church, he
was a lay eucharistic minister
for many years and served as
grand knight of the Broadmoor Council #3407 of The
Knights of Columbus. He
was politically involved, both
on the local, state, and national levels. A strong believer
in civil rights and social justice, he guided a civil rights
resolution through the state
convention of The Knights of
Columbus, predating Brown
vs. Board of Education and
any other civil rights legislation. He leaves his wife of almost 65 years, Cherrie Claire
McCrory Iles, four daughters,
a son, 11 grandchildren, and
eight great-grandchildren.
’43 William Arthur
Wooten, Jr. of Memphis,

March 2, 2013. After serving in World War II with
the Army Signal Corps, he
returned to Memphis and
worked at L.T. Barringer &
Co., a subsidiary of Cannon Mills Cotton Co., for
35 years, retiring as CEO
in 1983. He was elected
president of the Memphis
Cotton Exchange in 1983.
He attended White Station
Church of Christ for 58 years.
Survivors include his wife
and three daughters.
’47 Leone Flaniken Beers

of Phoenix, Jan. 27, 2013. At
Rhodes, she was a member of
Alpha Omega Pi sorority. She
and her husband, Dr. Robert
G. (Bob) Beers, were married
in Memphis on June 27, 1947,
and moved to Marshfield,

MO, where he was a doctor. In 1952, they moved to
Phoenix. She was an Elder
of Orangewood Presbyterian
Church, a member of the
Junior League, and numerous service organizations.
She was an avid golfer and
notched her first hole-in-one
after the age of 70. She loved
to quilt, play bridge, and read.
She was preceded in death by
her husband, one daughter,
and two brothers. She is survived by five children and ten
grandchildren.
’47 Artist James Kirbye
Schmidt of Elsah, IL, March
27, 2013. He was an active
member of First Church
of Christ, Scientist, Elsah;
a Trustee of the Village of
Elsah; and a member of the
Historic Elsah Foundation.
He was a lifelong member
of the Congregational Summer Assembly in Pilgrim, MI,
where he summered annually
at the family cottage built on
Lake Michigan by his grandfather. He is survived by his
wife and children.
’49 Dr. Frank Sensing McKnight of Fayette County, TN,

Feb. 1, 2013. He received his
Doctor of Medicine degree
in 1950 from the University
of Tennessee Medical School
and interned at the John
Gaston Hospital in Memphis.
He was married Dec. 22,
1947, to the former Patricia
(Pat) Caldwell ’49 of Louisville, Kentucky. He began his
medical practice at Morris
Clinic in Somerville in 1951,
and was active in the community, religious, and civic
affairs of Fayette County and
surrounding areas for many
years. During his long career,
his responsibilities included
serving as chief of staff at
Methodist Hospital of Fayette County, medical director
of the Somerville Healthcare
Center, and medical director
of the Wilder Youth Development Center. He also served
as coroner and medical exrhodes.edu

aminer of Fayette County for
many years before his recent
retirement. He served as president of the former First State
Bank in Somerville and in
2004 joined the board of directors of the Bank of Fayette
County. He was a longtime
member of the First Presbyterian Church of Somerville,
where he participated in
numerous positions of responsibility, which included
serving as an elder and as a
moderator of the Memphis
Presbytery. Immediate survivors include his wife, two
daughters, and a son.
’50 Mary Ashley Davis Morris of Paris, TN, Nov. 30,

2012. After graduation, she
taught in the Peoria, IL, elementary school system and,
after her marriage, enjoyed
life as a military officer’s wife,
living in Texas, France, Ohio,
Virginia, and Japan before
returning to Paris, TN. After
a brief tenure as a substitute
teacher at Grove Junior High
School, she worked for many
years at the Rhea Public Library. A member of several
civic and cultural organizations, she was a lifelong member of First United Methodist
Church, where she had been
active in the choir and taught
Sunday school. The widow of
Billy H. Morris, to whom she
was married for 32 years, she
leaves three sons and three
grandchildren.
’51 William P. Durbin of
Dallas, Jan. 5, 2013. He was
born in Memphis and lived
there until marrying his
wife, Katherine. They moved
to Texas with her two sons
in the mid 1950s. He was a
computer software engineer
and worked for General
Dynamics, then later for
Lockheed Martin, moving
to Houston/NASA where he
was instrumental in developing the program that allowed
the Eagle to land on the
moon. His career continued
as he moved to Dallas, where
rhodes.edu

he designed the original
program for computerized
cutting of eyeglass lenses. He
is survived by his cat, one
daughter, and two stepchildren.

’52 Lula Muldrow Montgomery Taylor of Jonesboro, AR,

Feb. 11, 2013. She was the
wife of the late Conner Taylor,
to whom she was married
for 58 years. She was born in
Centreville, MS, and graduated from high school in Crawfordsville, AR. She attended
Southwestern at Memphis,
now Rhodes College, and the
University of Arkansas, where
she was in the Delta Delta
Delta sorority. She was active in Blytheville in the First
Presbyterian Church, Junior
Auxiliary, P.T.A., and Regent
of the local D.A.R. After
moving to Germantown, TN,
she began a real estate career,
which she continued for a
time in Jonesboro, where she
lived for 35 years. She served
on the Allocations Committee of the Jonesboro United
Way, was twice president of
Chapter AJ of P.E.O., and was
a Deacon and Elder of the
Presbyterian Church of Jonesboro. She leaves one daughter,
one son, one sister, and five
grandchildren.
’53 Gerald Tenson Pierce of
Memphis, April 2, 2013. He
was a lifelong Memphian and
a member of Wesleyan Hills
United Methodist Church.
After graduating from college,
he served in the Navy on
the U.S.S. Randolph aircraft
carrier, where he was the assistant to the ship’s Chaplain.
Soon after, he married Gloria
McMahan. Jerry, or G.T. as
he was often called, was well
known in the community
as one of Memphis’ premier
paint contractors. He is survived by one daughter and
one son.

’54 John Malcolm Gibbons,
Jr. of Memphis, Jan. 11, 2013.

He served in the U.S. Army
during the Korean conflict

and re-enlisted in 1964,
serving two tours of duty in
Vietnam as an Army journalist and photographer. He
was honorably discharged
with the rank of Specialist
Fourth Class. With the arrival of many Vietnamese
refugees in Memphis in the
mid-1970s, he committed his
time to assisting the growing
Vietnamese population in the
Memphis community. He
was an active member of The
American Legion, Vietnam
Veterans of America, and
the Elks fraternal organization. He leaves his wife, four
brothers, a sister, and numerous nieces and nephews.
’60 Gwynne Salmon
McKenzie of Memphis,

March 30, 2013. She was a
graduate of Southwestern at
Memphis (Rhodes College),
where she was a member of
Kappa Delta sorority. She
was an active member of
St. Luke’s United Methodist Church, where she sang
in the choir. She is survived
by her husband of 52 years,
Dr. Eugene McKenzie ’58 ;
two daughters, one son, two
brothers, and one granddaughter.
’62 Frank Arthur Coyle,
Jr. of Memphis, March 14,

2013. He was a member of
the Order of the Stars and
Bars, ACLU, NRA, and APA,
among others, and a lifelong
Episcopalian. He was recruited for Canadian football
leagues, but instead attended
University of NebraskaLincoln and then University
of Alabama-Tuscaloosa for
graduate studies in psychology. He earned a master’s
degree in sociology from the
University of Memphis and
taught in several universities
and Memphis City Schools.
He served as an independent
psychologist, director of the
Employment Training Center
(IL), and psychological examiner for Tennessee. He leaves
his wife and a daughter.

’63 Marcia Swett Baker of
Memphis, March 22, 2013.
She was Press-Scimitar Teenager of the Year in 1967, a
WHBQtie, a Memphis Junior Miss, and in the Memphis Civic Ballet. A career
educator, she taught algebra,
geometry, and calculus. She
retired from Ridgeway High
School in 2005. She was a
member of Second Presbyterian Church for 33 years,
where she served as coordinator of the Fellows Program
and a leader in the women’s
ministry. She is survived by
her husband, two sons, and
two grandchildren.
’64 The Rev. Dr. Kyser
Cowart “K.C.” Ptomey, Jr. of

Nashville, TN, May 9, 2013.
He was the Zbinden Professor of Pastoral Ministry and
Leadership at Austin Seminary. He received a Master
of Divinity from Louisville
Presbyterian Theological
Seminary, a Doctor of Ministry from McCormick Theological Seminary, and an honorary doctorate from Rhodes.
Prior to joining the faculty at
Austin Seminary, he served as
pastor of Westminster Presbyterian Church in Nashville,
from 1981 to 2008. He also
served churches in Collierville, TN, and Henderson
and Arlington, TX. He
served on the Board of Trustees of Schreiner College in
Kerrville, TX, the Board of
Trustees of Rhodes College,
and as Chair of the Examinations Committee, Commission on the Minister, Grace
Presbytery. He also served on
the alumni board of Louisville Presbyterian Theological
Seminary, as moderator and
chair of several committees
of the Presbytery of Middle
Tennessee, and as a member
of the Committee on Theological Education. He was
a founding member of The
Moveable Feast, a lectionarybased cohort of pastors who
have gathered annually for 31
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IN MEMORIAM
years to discuss issues related
to biblical study, homiletics,
and church leadership. He
leaves his wife, the Rev. Carol
Tate, and two children.
’65 Harry Joslyn Burr II of
Rossville, TN, Oct. 26, 2012.
He graduated from White
Station High School and attended Rhodes and Auburn
University, where he was a
member of SAE. He spent his
career as a lighting designer
at the Office of Griffith C.
Burr and, in that capacity,
designed the lighting for
many Memphis landmarks.
He is survived by his wife,

Alyce (Poohie) Jappe Burr
’64, a son, daughter, Elizabeth
Burr Wilson ’96, and four

grandchildren. In addition,
he leaves three brothers.
’65 Sid Selvidge of Memphis, May 2, 2013. A veteran
Memphis musician, producer
of the internationally syndicated “Beale Street Caravan”
radio show, and a cultural
force in the Bluff City for
five decades, he was a native
of Greenville, MS. He was
assistant professor of anthropology at Southwestern
(Rhodes) from 1969-74. He
is survived by his wife, two
sons, three stepchildren, and
a brother.
’68 Mary Morris Berryhill of
Nashville, TN, Jan. 26, 2013.
She received her B.A. from
Rhodes College and an M.A.
from the University of Memphis. She taught at Jeter Elementary and worked at the
Raleigh Library. She leaves
her husband and two sons.
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’74 Susan McEwen Clark of
Memphis, April 30, 2013.
She graduated with Distinction from Rhodes, where she
lettered in volleyball, basketball, and tennis. She was later
inducted into the Rhodes
College Sports Hall of Fame.
Following college, she taught
English and coached four
sports at St. Mary’s Episcopal School. She returned
to Rhodes College in 1981,
where she served as assistant
director of admissions until
entering law school in 1988.
She graduated first in her
class from the Cecil C. Humphreys School of Law, University of Memphis, in 1991,
and was an Editor of the Law
Review. Following law school,
she served as a judicial clerk
to then U.S. District Judge
Julia S. Gibbons from 199192. She joined Burch, Porter
and Johnson, PLLC, in 1992,
where she practiced employment law and complex commercial litigation. She also
served on the firm’s management committee and chaired
the recruiting committee for
five years. Susan’s leadership
and legal and interpersonal
skills earned her the respect
of colleagues and clients. The
Association for Women Attorneys, for which she served
as president, recognized her
with its highest honor, the
Marion Griffin-Frances Loring Award, in 2004. After
many years of service to
her profession, her peers
elected her President of the
Memphis Bar Association
in 2005. That same year she
was inducted as a Fellow of
the Memphis Bar Foundation. She also served for several years as a hearing officer
for the Tennessee Board of
Professional Responsibility.
After her 2001 diagnosis of

RHODES

metastatic ocular melanoma
and the grim prognosis, she
participated in a series of
clinical trials over the next 11
years at the National Cancer
Institute and other medical
centers around the country.
Two of those trials resulted
in break-through treatments
for both melanoma and liver
cancer. She left full-time law
practice in 2006 and used
her exceptional talents to
benefit the community and
her church, St. John’s United
Methodist Church, where she
served as chair of the Board
of Trustees and an elder. She
was a longtime board member of Memphis Regional
Planned Parenthood and was
instrumental in the establishment of Harrah’s Hope
Lodge for out-of-town adult
cancer patients undergoing
treatment in Memphis. She
is survived by her husband,
Mark A. Jones; two sons and
one daughter; three grandchildren; and a sister.
’75 Robert Hoopes Dows, of
Elkton, MD, Jan. 24, 2013.
He was a graduate of University of Tennessee College of
Dentistry and attended Harvard Medical School, where
he received certification for
implants and oral surgery.
He practiced dentistry over
35 years. He was a member
of the American Dental Association, an avid golfer, and
played high school and college football. He also had a
passion for music and politics.
He is survived by one son
and two daughters, two sisters, and one brother.

’77 Kenneth Riley Herrell,
Jr. of Nashville, TN, Jan. 18,

2013. Ken was a dedicated
employee of the Tennessee
Department of Transportation, who loved his work. An
avid train enthusiast and
photographer, he enjoyed
photographing and modeling
scenes from his life. He is
survived by his mother and
brother.
’83 Timothy C. Phillips of
Brentwood, TN, Jan. 30,
2013. He received his JD
from the University of Tennessee Law School and, after
a brief time in private practice, dedicated the next 10
years of his life to public service, working as a consumer
advocate and senior counsel
for the state of Tennessee
attorney general. He was an
avid cyclist, having biked
the entire 440-mile Natchez
Trace Parkway. A member of
Brentwood United Methodist church, he leaves his wife,
Debra Teufel Phillips; two
daughters; two sisters; and a
brother.
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RHODES & BEYOND

Pilot Program Fuels Rhodes Entrepreneurs

N

early a year has passed since
James Ekenstedt ’15 and Evan
Katz ’15 began planning to
launch the nation’s only studentrun newspaper for and about the
homeless. When the first issues of
The Bridge rolled off the presses in
March, the novelty of the project
being student-run garnered news in
local television and print media, as
well as national press outlets.
This summer, The Bridge
made history again in a way that
could reap rewards for other young
Rhodes entrepreneurs like Ekenstedt and Katz. Joined by managing
editor Caroline Ponseti ’15 and
marketing/advertising editor Shiven
Samant ’16, the two founders
participated in a pilot “boot camp”
financing program through the
Memphis-based Start Co., formerly
LaunchYourCity, founded by alum
Eric Mathews ’02.
Mathews explains that the
“tailored accelerator experience”
the group underwent is based on
Seed Hatchery, an arm of Start Co.,
whose website promises “money,
mentors, and a Marine-style boot
camp.” “At Start Co., we relentlessly build founders and companies
with methodical process and tons
of optimism. We were happy to
provide a specialized boot camp
specifically for The Bridge,” says
Mathews.
Pairing Rhodes entrepreneurs
with Memphis partners is an ongoing plan driven by the college’s Ex64
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ternal Programs division. “It’s the
big idea that aligns with something
that we’re seeking to do, which is to
work something Memphis into the
structure of entrepreneurship. So
we had conversations with Eric and
had been thinking—in advance
of The Bridge coming out—about
ways in which to get Rhodes
students or young alumni involved
in some of this work,” says Warren
A. “Bud” Richey, associate vice
president for External Programs.
“After meeting The Bridge
team, Bud and I felt it was time
to put words to action,” says
Mathews. “The founders of The
Bridge were ideal candidates for acceleration and the summer offered
the best opportunity for dedicated
and intense effort.”
The Rhodes Kinney Program
funded the first issue of The Bridge.
“Rhodes College has been generous
enough to provide us with some
start-up capital, but we also solicit
outside donations and grants,” says
Katz. “What’s more, our vendors
pay us 25 cents for every paper

they buy. That starts to add up in a
surprising way.”
“I thought that our most realistic chance at long-term funding
lay in a hybrid of obtaining grant
money from foundations, private
donations solicited through fundraising efforts, and support from
Rhodes College,” says Ekenstedt.
Instead, this summer’s boot
camp could send the newspaper’s
finances in a new direction. “I believe the boot camp will completely
revamp our paper and the way it is
run,” Ekenstedt adds. “I think it
will not turn the paper away from
its original ideals; rather, it will
build upon those ideals in a more
efficient and effective manner than
we could do on our own.”

— Lynn Conlee

WEB EXTRA: For more on The
Bridge, Start Co., and Seed
Hatchery, follow the links on
rhodes.edu/magazine.
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I am a Campus Leader
Sallie Handley ’14
Birmingham, AL
Commerce and Business Major
Spanish Minor

O

n May 11, Sallie Handley upheld
a long-standing Rhodes tradition when she led the Class of
2013 commencement processional, a
role given each year to the incoming
Rhodes Student Government president.
While pursuing her commerce and
business degree and Spanish minor,
the rising senior from Birmingham, AL,
continues her involvement in an array of campus activities. In addition
to serving in RSG, Sallie is a Student
Trustee and Rhodes Student Associate
in the Counseling Center, and a member of Mortar Board, Omicron Delta
Kappa, Order of Omega, Rho Lambda,
Kappa Delta sorority, and the Financial Management Association. She
has a Summer Service Fellowship and
works at the Church Health Center
in Memphis.
Visit rhodes.edu/gift to learn how
you can contribute to the Annual
Fund today!

I AM

“I think we often forget how important
philanthropy is. Your generous contributions
affect almost every aspect of Rhodes. By
donating to the Annual Fund, you help
ensure that the college continues to thrive
in years to come.”
— Sallie Handley ’14
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Memphis, TN 38112-1690
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Commencement 2013: A time for cheering, sharing, and loving.
Congratulations to all the members of the Class of 2013!

